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Abstract 

Pattern matching is one of the most important problems in computer science. It is used 

in a wide range of applications including text editors, information retrieval, compilers, 

command interpreters, computational biology, and object recognition. In some 

instances, however, the pattern and/or the data file may contain errors and approximate 

matching rather than exact matching is required. 

In this thesis, we study approximate pattern matching problems. Our study is based on the 

Levenshtein distance model, where errors considered are 'insertions', 'deletions', and 'substitu

tions'. In general, given a text string, a pattern, and an integer k, we want to find substrings in 

the text that match the pattern with no more than k errors. The pattern can be a fixed string, a 

limited expression, or a regular expression. The problem has different variations with different 

levels of difficulties depending on the types of the pattern as well as the constraint imposed on 

the matching. 

We present new results both of theoretical interest and practical value. We present a new 

algorithm for approximate regular expression matching, which is the first to achieve a sub

quadratic asymptotic time for this problem. For the practical side, we present new algorithms 

for approximate pattern matching that are very efficient and flexible. Based on these algorithms, 

we developed a new software tool called 'agrep', which is the first general purpose approximate 

pattern matching tool in the UNIX system. 'agrep' is not only usually faster than the UNIX 

'grep/egrep/fgrep' family, it also provides many new features such as searching with errors 

allowed, record-oriented search, AND/OR combined patterns, and mixed exact/approximate 

matching. 'agrep' has been made publicly available through anonymous ftp from cS.arizona.edu 

since June 1991. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this chapter we give the motivation for this study, a brief review of previous results, 

and our main contributions. 

1.1 Motivation 

Pattern matching is one of the most fundamental problems in computer science. It is 

used in a wide area of applications including text editors, information retrieval, com

pilers, command interpreters, computational biology, and object recognition. The sim

plest form of this problem is to find the occurrences of the pattern in a text string where 

the pattern and the text are all simple strings. The two famous results for this simple 

string matching problem are the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm [KMP77] and the Boyer

Moore algorithm [BM77]. There are many extensions to the basic problem. For exam

ple, we may be looking for a set of patterns, a pattern containing "don't care symbols", a 

regular expression etc. [AC75, ASU86, Pi85, Ab87, BYG89] 

In some instances, however, the pattern and/or the text are not exact. We may not 

remember the exact spelling of the keywords we are searching. Some words in the text 

may be misspelled, the text may correspond to a sequence of numbers with a certain 

property and we do not have an exact pattern. The approximate matching capability is 

thus desirable. Moreover, in some cases, the matching we are looking for may be sub

ject to some constraints. For example, certain parts of the pattern may be known to be 

correct and we may not allow any error to occur in those parts in the matching. We may 

not want a 'deletion' error to appear in the matching if we are sure that every character 

given in the pattern is essential and cannot be deleted. 

The approximate pattern matching problems we studied have the general form as 

follows: Given a text string T, a pattern P, and an integer k, find substrings inside T that 

match the pattern within k errors. The errors we consider are 'insertions', 'deletions', 
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and 'substitutions'. Our study is in general based on a unit cost edit distance model 

(also known as simple Levenshtein distance) where each kind of errors cost 1. This 

model is suitable for the text searching applications. There are, however, other applica

tions like computational biology, which require more complicated cost functions 

([SKS3, MMSS]). 

The pattern we consider can be a fixed string (in which case, we call the problem 

approximate string matching problem), or a regular expression (in which case we call 

the problem approximate regular expression matching problem). 

We propose new algorithms for solving approximate string matching and approxi

mate regular expression matching problems. We also implement a new software tool, 

called 'agrep', based on some of these algorithms, which is the first general purpose 

approximate pattern matching tool in the UNIX system. 

1.2 Previous Results 

There are many results on pattern matching. In general, we assume that there is a pat

tern of size m, an input text string of size n, and in the case of approximate matching, an 

integer k specifying the maximum number of errors allowed in the matching. 

For the simple exact string matching problem, the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm 

[KMP77] is the first algorithm to achieve linear asymptotic time complexity, while the 

Boyer-Moore algorithm [BM77] is the first sub-linear expected time algorithm which is 

in practice much faster than every other string matching algorithm. Many improvements 

over these two famous results have been reported which either provide interesting 

theoretical analysis or make some practical advances [Ga79, Ya79, HoSO, RySl, BYS9, 

HS91]. There are also many results that extended the basic problem, such as Aho

Corasick [AC75], Commentz-Walter [CW79], and Amir-Farach [AF91], for matching a 

set of strings, Fisher and Patterson [FP74] for searching strings with "don't care" sym

bols, Pinter [PinS5] for searching strings with "don't care" and "complement" symbols, 

Abrahamson [AbrS7] for searching strings with "symbol classes", and Baeza-Yates and 

Gonnet for searching strings with "don't care", "complement", and "symbol classes". 

[BYGS9] The last algorithm can also search for multiple short strings simultaneously 

with no time increase. 
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For the approximate string matching problem, we are looking for approximate 

matches with no more than k errors from the pattern. The research in this area has 

benefited a lot from results in exact string matching as well as results in sequence com

parison [FW74, MP80, Uk85b, My86]. Most of the results in the literature (e.g., [Se80, 

Uk85, L V88, GP90, CL90, UW90, TU90D assume that the pattern is a simple string. 

Sellers [SeI80] first generalized the dynamic programming approach by [FW74] for 

sequence comparison to the approximate string matching problem. Ukkonen [Uk85a] 

improved the dynamic programming approach to be 0 (nk) expected time complexity. 

Landau and Vishkin [LV88], Galil and Park [GP90], and Ukkonen and Wood [UW90] 

obtained 0 (nk) worst case results by extending the 0 (nk) sequence comparison result. 

Chang and Lawler [CL90], Tarhio and Ukkonen [90], on the other hand, proposed algo

rithms which under some circumstances achieve sub-linear expected time complexity. 

In the case that preprocessing of the text is allowed, Myers [My90] proposed a result 

that takes 0 (n IX) expected time where ex is a function of k less than 1 for sufficiently 

small k. 

For the regular expression pattern matching problem, the traditional approach is to 

generate a Non-deterministic Finite-state Automata (NFA), or a Deterministic Finite

state Automata (DFA). [Th68, ASU86, HU79] The NFA approach needs 0 (nm) running 

time, where m denotes the size of the regular expression, while the DFA approach 

requires 0 (n + 2111) time and space. The first sub-quadratic algorithm for regular expres

sion matching is by Myers [My88] who obtained 0 (nmllog n) time complexity by 

employing a 'Four-Russian' technique. 

For the approximate regular expression matching problem, Wagner and Seiferas 

[WS78] first gave an 0 (nm) algorithm. Myers and Miller [MM89] presented another 

o (nm) algorithm, which is practically more efficient and allows more general cost func

tion, e.g., real valued cost function. 

1.3 Main Contributions 

Our main contributions in this thesis consist of results that are of theoretical interest as 

well as results that are of practical value. For an example of a theoretical contribution, 

we present a new algorithm for the approximate regular expression pattern matching 

with time complexity 0 (nm/logk+2m), which is the first algorithm achieving sub-
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quadratic time for the problem. As an example of a practical contribution, we not only 

propose algorithms that are very efficient and flexible, we have also implemented a new 

software tool called 'agrep' based on our new algorithms, which is the first general pur

pose approximate pattern matching tool. We itemize our contributions as follows: 

• We present a new algorithm for the k-difference approximate string matching prob

lem in 0 (n + Inm ) worst case time and 0 (n + 1 nk ) expected time. [WMM91] 
~n ~n 

• We present a new algorithm for the approximate regular expression matching prob-

lem in 0 (n + 1 nm ) worst case time, which is the first sub-quadratic time algo
ogk+2 n 

rithm for the problem [WMM91]. 

• We present a fast algorithm for k-difference approximate string matching problem 
10gll:lm m 

in 0 (nk ) expected time when k is bounded by 0 ( 1 ). Our algo-
m ogll:lm 

rithm has the same expected time complexity as Chang and Lawler's result [CL90], 

but is faster in practice. 

• We present a very flexible and efficient algorithm for the approximate pattern 

matching problem. The algorithm allows complicated patterns and many exten

sions such as matching several patterns simultaneously, non-uniform error cost, 

mixed exact/approximate matching, etc. [WM91]. 

• We present a new software tool, 'agrep', which is a fast general purpose approxi

mate pattern matching tool for the UNIX system. The tool is based on the imple

mentations of some of the new algorithms we proposed. It is usually faster than the 

UNIX 'grep/egrep/fgrep' family, and provides many new features like searching 

allowing errors, record-oriented search, AND/OR combined patterns, etc. [WM92]. 

The software tool 'agrep' has been made publicly available (through anonymous 

ftp from cs.arizona.edu) and has gained popular support from many of its users. The 

overall success of 'agrep' shows that our new algorithms are indeed efficient, flexible 

and practically useful. Another nice thing is that the algorithms and the tool can be 

easily extended and incorporated into new applications. For example, 'agrep' is being 

modified to develop a new tool for locating files in the UNIX system with approximate 

matching capability. Based on the efficiency and the flexibility of our results, we 

believe they will find more uses in applications where text searching is needed. 
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Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

In this chapter we review the fundamental concept of pattern matching and introduce 

some basic definitions that are needed throughout this thesis. 

2.1 Basic Definitions 

We denote the alphabet by L. We assume that the size of L is finite and denote it by 

1 L I. We also assume that the symbols in L are ordered, and each symbol is assigned a 

unique index. 

A string is a sequence of symbols drawn from the alphabet L. The empty string is 

the string containing no symbols and is denoted by 'E'. We denote by :E* the set of all 

possible strings over L. The length of a string s, denoted by 1 s 1 , is the number of sym

bols in s. A consecutive sequence of symbols inside string s is called a substring of s. A 

substring of s that contains the first character of s is called a prefix of s, and a substring 

of s that contains the last character of s is called a suffix of s. 

We denote by a literal a subset of symbols from L. A limited expression is a 

sequence of literals. We use the operators '-', '[', ,]" '''', and'.', to construct a literal 

from the alphabet L as follows. 

1. Any symbol in L is by itself a literal. 

2. A '.' (don't care symbol) is a literal representing an arbitrary symbol in :E. 

3. A pair of '[' and']' defines a literal which represents the union of symbols 
inside the brackets. For example, [abcdx] represents a set of symbols that con
tain a, b, c, d, and x. A '-' inside the bracket is used to represent a range of sym
bols in L. Assume that the index of p is less than that of q, then p -q denotes the 
range of symbols between p and q (including p and q). Using the range operator, 
for example, [abcdx] can be represented by [a-dx]. 
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4. A ,A, immediately after the '[' represent a complement operation. For exam
ple, ["abc] represents the set of symbols from 1: excluding a, b, and c. 

The length of a limited expression is the number of symbols in the expression and is 

denoted by m. The number of literals in a limited expressions is denoted by p. The 

prefix and suffix of a limited expression are defined in 3; similar way to the definition of 

prefix and suffix of a string. 

A regular expression is defined by the operations of concatenation, union, and 

Kleene closure (star closure) recursively as follows: (See [HU79] for a more complete 

description.) Let R be a regular expression. We denote by L(R) the language generated 

by R. (I.e., the set of all strings that can be generated by R.) 

o. A single character in L is a regular expression. 

Let r1 and r2 be two regular expressions, then 

1. Concatenation: r 1 r2 is a regular expression that denotes the language 
L(rdL(r2)' i.e, any string in r1 r2 can be decomposed into two consecutive 
substrings where the first one is in L (r 1) and the second one is in L (r 2). 

2. Union ( I ): (r1 I r2) is a regular expression that denotes the language 
L (r1) UL (r2). I.e., a string s E L(r1 I r2) if and only if s E L(r}) or s E L(r2). 

3. Kleene closure ( * ): (r1)* denotes the language Xl X2 ••• Xi, i ~ 0, where 
each Xi represents any possible string in L(r1). We use L ·(r}) to denote the 
language generated by (r})*. 

We adopt the convention that the 'star' operator ( * ) has the highest precedence, fol

lowed by concatenation, then union. All the operators are left associative. 

The length of a regular expression R is defined to be the number of symbols in the 

expression, and denoted by I R I , or m. 

Example: Let L be the English alphabet {A,B,C, ... ,Z,a,b,c, ... ,z}. "string" is a 

string, "str[io]ng" is a limited expression, and "«sIS)tringl(pIP)attern) (mIM)atching" is a 

regular expression. 
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In this thesis, we consider the pattern to be a string, a limited expression, or a regu

lar expression. We only consider the text to be a string. Let P be a pattern. We denote 

by L (P) the language for the pattern, i.e., L (P) denotes the set of all strings that can be 

generated by P. A string s is said to match the pattern P exactly if s E L(P). We will 

use n to denote the length of the text and m to denote the length of the pattern 

throughout the thesis as a convention. 

The exact pattern matching problem can thus be defined formally as follows: Let 

T = a 1 a 2 •.• an be a text string and P = bIb 2 ... bill be the pattern, the exact pattern 

matching problem is to locate the substrings in T that match P exactly. Note that the 

difficulty of the problem increases as the pattern gets more complicated. For example, 

for the simplest case where the pattern is a string, i.e., L (P) = P itself, there exist worst 

case linear time algorithms like KMP algorithm [KMP77]. However, when the pattern 

is a general regular expression, the best asymptotic time complexity available is 

o (nmllogn) [My88]. 

Now we define the edit distance between two strings. LetA= ala2 ... ap (the pat

tern) and B = bIb 2 ••• bq (a substring in the text) be two strings. The edit distance (also 

known as the Levenshtein distance) between A and B is the minimum number of 'edit 

operations' required to transforms A to B. An edit operation can be a 'deletion' of a 

symbol in A, an 'insertion' of a symbol in B to A, or a 'substitution' of a symbol in A 

with a symbol in B [SK83]. For example, if B = "abcdefg" and A = "agbcdfu", then A 

can be transformed into B by deleting the second character of A, inserting an "e" into the 

position between "d" and "f" of A, and substituting the "h" of A with a "g". In this exam

ple, the edit distance between A and B is 3. We say A matches B with k differences (or 

errors) if the edit distance between A and B is k. 

Let P be a regular expression or a limited expression. We define the k-

neighborhood of P, Lk(P), as follows: 

s E Lk(P) if and only if there exists an s' E L (P) such that the edit distance 

between sand s' is no more than k. That is, Lk(P) = { x I y, Y E L(P), 

B(x, y) ::; k) }, where B(x, y) denotes the edit distance between string x and y. 

We consider three kinds of approximate pattern matching problems. The first prob

lem (the simplest one) is in general called the k-difference approximate string matching 

and is defined as follows: Given a pattern string P = bIb 2 ••• bill' a text string 
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T = a 1 a 2 •.. an, and an integer k, locate the substrings in T that match P with ~ k 

differences. 1 

The second problem is the approximate limited expression pattern matching prob

lem defined as follows: Given a limited expression P, a text string T, and an integer k, 

locate the substrings in T that are in the language Lk(P). 

The third problem is the approximate regular expression pattern matching problem 

and is defined as follows: Given a regular expression R, a text string T, and an integer k, 

locate the substrings in T that are in the language Lk(R). 

For the analysis of our algorithms, we assume a unit cost RAM model. In this 

model, the addressing of an 0 (n) memory can be done in constant time, and arithmetic 

operation with integers representable with 0 (log n) bits can be done in constant time 

too. This model is satisfied by most computers. 

2.2 Organization of the Remaining Chapters 

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: 

• Chapter 3 presents a sub-quadratic algorithm for solving the k-difference approxi

mate string matching problem in 0 (n + nm ) time complexity. 
logn 

• Chapter 4 presents a sub-quadratic algorithm for solving the approximate regular 

expression matching problem in 0 (n + nm ) time complexity. 
logk+2n 

• Chapter 5 presents a fast algorithm (in the expected case) for the k-difference 

approximate string matching problem. 

• Chapter 6 presents a very efficient and flexible algorithm called the 'Bit-Parallel 

Approximate Pattern Matching Algorithm' for solving the approximate pattern 

matching problem. 

• Chapter 7 presents the fast approximate pattern matching tool 'agrep' which is 

implemented based upon the algorithms described in Chapter 5 and 6. 

I A simpler variation of this problem, called k-mismatch approximate string matching, is to allow only substitutions. We do not 

specifically treat that problem in a different way than we solve the general problem.) 
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• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis. 
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Chapter 3 

A Sub-Quadratic Algorithm for Approximate String Matching 

In this chapter we present a sub-quadratic time algorithm for solving the k-difference 

approximate string matching problem Our algorithm is based on an automata 

approach similar to the approach in [Uk85a}. We first derive a variation of the 

recurrence by Sellers [Se80} for solving the k-difference approximate string matching 

problem The new recurrence has a property that the entries of the corresponding 

dynamic programming table will contain only values -1, 0, and 1. By utilizing this pro

perty and using a Four-Russian technique we derive a sub-quadratic time algorithm for 

the k-difference approximate string matching problem Our algorithm works also for 

limited expression patterns. 

3.1 Introduction 

A classical solution to the approximate string matching problem is a dynamic program

ming approach by Sellers [Se80], which is a generalization of the dynamic programming 

approach for comparing two strings [WF74]. The algorithm evaluates a dynamic pro

gramming table of size (n+l) by (m+l) using the following recurrence: 

Let TU] denote the prefix a 1 ••. aj of T and let P [i] denote the prefix b 1 •.• bj of 

P. We compute an (m+l)x(n+l) matrix E such that E[i, j] is the minimum edit dis

tance between P [i] and a suffix of TU]. We want to find the minimal value of E[m, j] 

for 0 ~ j ~ n. The matrix is computed using the following recurrence [Se80]: 

E[O, j] = 0 for O~j ~n; E[i, 0] = i, for O~i ~m. 

{ 

0 ifbj =aj 

Sjj = I otherwise 

E[i, j] = min (E[i-I,j-I]+sjj, E[i-I,j]+ I, E[i,j-I]+ I). (3.1) 
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The table can be evaluated either column by column or row by row. (In practice, 

column by column is more common, because m is in general much smaller than n.) 

Whenever we see an E [m, j] :::; k, it means that there are some substrings ending at 

position j in the text that match the pattern with no more than k differences. Note that 

the computation of column j depends only on the values of column j -1. Therefore we 

don't have to store the whole table. Two columns (Le., previous column and current 

column) suffice. 

The time complexity of this approach is obviously 0 (nm). There are many results 

that improve the dynamic programming approach. For example, Ukkonen [Uk85a] 

improved the basic dynamic programming approach to be 0 (nk) expected time by com

puting only part of the dynamic programming table. The same paper [Uk85a] also gave 

an automata approach which after some preprocessing of the pattern can process the text 

in linear time. However, the preprocessing time can be up to 3111 which is too high for 

large m. Later, several papers [My86a, L V88, GP90, UW90] proposed algorithms that 

achieve 0 (nk) worst case time complexity, which is an improvement over the 0 (nm) 

approach for small k, but not for the worst case where k = 0 (m). Although these algo

rithms theoretically improve over the 0 (nk) expected time algorithms such as the algo

rithm in [Uk85a] and algorithm MN2 in [GP90], the practical running times are in gen

eral much slower. (See [CL90] for experimental comparison.) 

For worst case time improvement, Masek and Patterson's approach [MP80] can be 

applied to solve the approximate string matching problem in O(nmllogn) time com

plexity. (The log-factor is actually logbn where b = 0 (I:E 12).) But, their result hold 

only for fixed size alphabet set, and will outperform the basic dynamic programming 

only for very large n. 

We present a new algorithm that also achieves subquadratic worst case running 

time, 0 (n + nmllog3 n). Our approach works also for limited expression patterns. 

When the pattern is a fixed string we extend the approach to be of 0 (nkllog n) expected 

running time, which is a log-factor improvement over Ukkonen's 0 (nk) expected time 

algorithm [Uk85a]. 
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3.2 The Algorithm 

We start with a review of Ukkonen's automata approach [Uk85a]. 

Ukkonen's automata approach consists of two phases, preprocessing the pattern to 

generate an automaton and scanning the text using the automaton. The preprocessing 

time may be exponential in m, but after the preprocessing the scanning of the text can be 

done in linear time. 

Every state of the automaton corresponds to a possible column which may occur in 

the computation of the dynamic programming table considering all possible input 

strings. In the preprocessing, all such possible states, together with all possible state 

transitions on every possible input character in 1:: are precomputed and stored in a transi

tion table. That is, the algorithm precomputes all the possible column transitions in the 

dynamic programming table before it scans the text, such that when the text string is 

processed the column transition can be computed in constant time just by table lookup. 

At first glance, it seems that the number of possible states could be as high as 

o «m+I)(1II+1», since there are m+1 entries per column and each entry can have value 

from 0 to m. Ukkonen showed that the number of possible states is actually bounded by 

3111 by showing the following lemma: (See [Uk85a] for a proof). 

Lemma 3.1: [Uk85a] 

-1~E[i,j]-E[i-I,j]~1 for l~i~m, O~j~n. (3.2) 

o 
We carry this idea a little further by using the differences 

D [i, j] = E [i, j] - E[i -1, j] directly in the recurrence and maintaining only these 

values. (The Cj values used in the recurrence depend on j, but since they are computed 

separately for each column, we index them with the row number only for simplicity.) 

Lemma 3.2: 

Co =0; D[O, j] =0, for O~j ~n; D[i, 0] = I, for 1 ~ i ~m; 

.. {1+min(Cj_l,Cj_l+D[i,j-l)],O) ifbj~aj 
D [I, J] = if b· = a. Cj-l I J 

Cj = Cj-l +D[i,j-l] -D[i, j]. 

(3.3) 
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Proof: We have to prove that (3.3) is equivalent to (3.1). The proof is by induction 

on j and i. Assume that the recurrence is correct up to j -1 for all i, and for j up to i-I, 

and consider D [i, j]. First note that Cj = ± [ D [k,j -1] - D [k, nl. Thus, Cj is equal to 
k=l ~ 

E[i,j-I] -E[i, n. There are two cases. 

hj .;:.aj 

There are two sub-cases. If E[i-I,j]$;min(E[i-I,j-I],E[i, j-I]) (Le., a dele

tion is in order), then if we use (3.1) we get E [i, j] = E[i -1, j] + 1, which implies 

that D [i, j] = 1. Now if we use (3.3) and the induction hypothesis, we get Cj-l ~O 

and Cj-l +D[i, j-I]~O, thus from (3.3) we get that D[i, n = 0 + 1 = 1. Other

wise, let E denote the minimum of E[i-I,j-I] and E[i, j-I], which implies (by 

(3.1» that E[i,j]=E+1. We have D[i,n=E[i,j]-E[i-I,j] = 
- -
E + I-E[i -1, j] = (by definition of E) 1 + 
min«E[i-I,j-I]-E[i-I,jD, (E[i, j-I]-E[i-I,jD) = 1 + 
min(Cj_l, Cj-l + D[i, j -1]), which is exactly D [i, n as defined by (3.3). 

hj =aj 

In this case, since E[i, j] =E[i-I, j-I], D [i, j] = (by (3.1» E[i, n -E[i-I, n = 
E[i-I, j-I] -E[i -1, n =Cj-l, which is exactly (3.3). 

D 

Now, a state of the automaton can be represented by a vector of size m whose 

entries have values -1, 0, or 1. We call the automaton M, and will show how to simulate 

M using a combination of smaller automata. (Since 3111 could be too large.) 

Our approach is to partition the column into regions and build a smaller automaton 

for each region. We then combine these smaller automata to simulate the function of the 

original automaton M. We divide the column vector in a natural way. Each m-vector is 

divided into sub-vectors, called regions, of size r (to be determined later). Each region 

can have 3r possible combinations. (Each entry has 3 possible values and there are 

totally r entries.) We call the values of a region its state (from now on we will use the 

term state to represent a region rather than a global state of the automaton M). We 

encode the state of a region by an integer. (By choosing proper r, e.g., r = log n, such an 

integer requires 0 (log n) bits to represent.) Associate with each state, we also store the 

region sum (i.e., the sum of the values in the region) such that we can sum up the region 
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sums to obtain the column sum during scanning the input text. We precompute all the 

state transitions for a region in the preprocessing and store them in a table such that the 

state transition can be obtained by table lookup in constant time during the processing of 

the input string. In other words, we would like to use (3.3) to compute all values with 

row index ranging from i-I to i +r -1 (r values of the column vector) in one step. 

Let's study (3.3) more closely. The values of D [i, n to D[i +r-l, n depend on 1) 

the values of D[i, j-l] to D[i+r-l,j-l]; 2) the value of C;-I; and 3) the values of slj 

to S (i+r-l)j' called the characteristic vector. Overall, they depend on two vectors of size 

r, and the 'carry' Cj-l. Both the column vector and characteristic vector (of size r) can 

be encoded by an integer in an obvious way, as long as r is bounded by O(logn). We 

can build a function which, given any such 2r+ 1 values encoded as three integers, out

puts the following values: Cj +r-l, an integer corresponding to D [i, n to D [i +r -1, n, 
;+r-l 

and L D[k, n (so that E[n, n can be computed). If r=lhlog3n, then it is easy to see 
k=; 

that the function has 0 (3Jhlog]n • 2%log]n) = 0 (n) possible inputs and it can be computed 

in time 0 (n) (we can actually make r slightly larger; in practice, the value of r should 

be determined by the amount of available space and n). We can precompute the transi

tion table for this function and store it. Note that by using the characteristic vector 

instead of an input character in the transition, every region can use the same automaton. 

We call such an automaton a universal automaton. One advantage of such a universal 

automaton is that it needs to be computed only once for each n (or range of values for n), 

and can be reused for different patterns and input strings. We only have to recompute 

the characteristic vector function each time. (We will talk about constructing this func

tion in the next paragraph.) 

Using the precomputed transition table, we can compute r = 0 (log n) values of the 

dynamic-programming table in constant time if the input to the transition table can be 

obtained in constant time. The problem is the characteristic function. We need r binary 

values for each input, and computing these values from scratch every time will take r 

steps. Instead, we utilize the fact that there can be at most I ~ I different characters in 

the text and compute characteristic vectors for each 0' e~. In other words, we build a 

two-dimensional table of dimensions I ~ I x r m/~ , such that for each 0' e ~ we can obtain 

the r m/~ vectors of the characteristic function corresponding to aj = 0' directly. 
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Mter the transition table and the characteristic function table have been built, the 

algorithm finds the approximate matches in the following way. Initially the state of each 

region p, 1 ~ p ~ rm/~, are set to the value corresponding to (1, 1, 1, ... , 1). We scan 

the text one character at a time. For every character aj being scanned, we compute the 

state transition for every region p in increasing order of p, and accumulate the column 

sum along the way. First, we find the characteristic value for aj corresponding to region 

p by looking up the characteristic function table. Then, by using C(p-l)r (obtained from 

the computation in region p-l), the current state of region p, and the characteristic 

value, we look up the transition table to find the new state of region p, the next carry 

cp '" and the column sum of the new state. The computation is continued, with the 

column sum being accumulated, until the last region. The algorithm reports a match 

whenever the accumulated column sum is ~ k (Le., E[m, j] ~ k). 

Now we analyze the space and time complexity of our algorithm. The characteris

tic function table needs 0 ( 11; 1 mllog n) space, since for every symbol we need 

o (mllogn) integers. We need 0 (m) time to precompute the characteristic vectors for a 

symbol, so the total time to construct the characteristic function table is 0 (m 11; I). In 

constructing the transition table for the universal automaton, each entry needs 0 (r) = 
O(log3n) time to compute, so the total time needed is O(nlh·nlhlog)2·log3n) = O(n). 

The space for the transition table is 0 (n). In processing the input string, since each 

region can be processed in constant time, and there are 0 (mllog n) regions in each 

column, the total time for scanning a character is 0 (mllog n). The total running time is 

thus 0 (n +nmllogn). The space needed is 0 (n +m 11;1 Ilogn). 

We now describe how to handle a large alphabet set (for example, 11;1 ~ n). (How

ever, this extension works only for fixed string patterns). We build the characteristic 

function table only for symbols that appear in the pattern. Any other symbol will by 

default get a characteristic vector containing all O's. We sort the symbols in the pattern 

in lexicographic order. Every time we scan an input character aj' we first do a binary 

search to determine whether aj appear in the pattern and get the corresponding charac

teristic vector if so. The rest of the algorithm remains the same. The running time now 

becomes 0 (nlogm + nmllogn). 
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3.3 An Improvement to the Main Algorithm 

The algorithm described above can be improved to be more practical. The improvement 

here works also for limited expression patterns, but the expected time complexity is not 

valid in that case. As was shown in [Uk85a], the expected time for the dynamic pro

gramming can be improved to 0 (nk) by computing only a portion of the dynamic pro

gramming table. (See [CL92] for a proof.) The approach is to maintain, for each column 

j, a row index Xj such that E[xj, j] = d and E [i, j] > d for all i > Xj. If we know the 

value of Xj, then we do not need to look at rows below it in column j since they will not 

lead to a match. It is not hard to see that -1 ~ Xj - Xj-l ~ 1, and that Xj can be computed 

from Xj-l. (Notice that it is not sufficient to find the first E value that is > k, because fol

lowing values can still be ~ k.) Since we handle whole regions in each step, it is 

slightly more difficult to determine the last region that we need to compute. Let s = 
(D[i,j],D[i+l,j], ... ,D[i+r-l,j]) be a state; the minimal prefix sum of s is 

p 
min L D [i, j], 1 ~ p ~ r. We keep the minimal prefix sum for each state, and add that 

p ;=1 

information to the transition table. Let rj denote the last region in column j that con

tains an entry whose E value is ~ k. We assume that rj-l is known; we compute rj in 

the following way. Suppose we have computed regions up to region rj-l + 1 in column 

j. (If we need a state from the previous column that has not been computed, we use a 

default state equals to (1,1,1, ... ,1).) There are three cases (all column sums and prefix 

sums refer to column J). 

1. The column sum up to region rj-l plus the minimal prefix sum of region rj-l + 1 is 

~ k. In this case, we set rj = rj-l + 1. 

2. The condition of case I is not satisfied, and the column sum up to region rj-l - 1 

plus the minimal prefix sum of region rj-l is > d. In this case, we set rj = rj-l -1. 

3. Otherwise, rj = rj-l. 
Since our approach has an 0 (log n) speedup over the dynamic programming 

approach, the expected time complexity of the improved algorithm is 0 (n + nkl log n). 
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A Sub-Quadratic Algorithm for 

Approximate Regular Expression Matching 
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In this chapter we present a new algorithm for solving approximate regular expression 

pattern matching problem in 0 (n + 1 nm ) running time. This is the first algorithm 
ogk+2n 

that achieves sub-quadratic running time for the problem. We first present a dynamic 

programming recurrence that can be used to solve the approximate regular expression 

pattern matching in 0 (nm) running time. We then use a Four Russian technique in a 

way similar to the way we did in chapter 3, with a refinement of the partition technique 

in [My88] to improve the time complexity to be 0 (n + 1 nm ). 
ogk+2n 

4.1 Introduction 

Regular expression pattern matching has been widely used in many applications like 

compilers, editors, text retrieval systems, database query languages, data processing 

languages like awk, shell programming languages like csh, ksh, etc. Traditionally, the 

regular expression pattern matching can be solved by a Non-deterministic Finite-state 

Automaton (NFA) in O(nm) time or a Deterministic Finite-state Automaton (DFA) in 

o (n + 2111) time and space. [Th68, HU79, ASU86] The DFA approach is faster in aver

age case, but it needs more preprocessing time and space. In the worst case where the 

number of states of the DFA is exponential, the NFA approach has to be used. The 

UNIX pattern matching tool 'grep', for example, implements an NFA, while another 

UNIX pattern matching tool 'egrep' implements a DFA. In general egrep is about 2 

times faster than grep. 

The best asymptotic time algorithm for exact regular expression matching is by 

Gene Myers [My88], which achieves 0 (nmllogn) running time by using a Four-Russian 
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technique. The algorithm decomposes the NFA for a regular expression in a hierarchi

cal way into modules and build a DFA for each module, which combined together are 

used to simulate the original NFA. 

Sometimes regular expressions are used to describe some possible errors in the 

keyword one is looking for. For example, if one is not sure about the spelling of "spec

trometer" or they expect that there could be some spelling errors in certain parts of the 

word in the text to be searched, they may give a regular expression, e.g., 

"sp(ale)c(troldru)meter" as the pattern to try to incorporate the possible errors that they 

can think of. This is, however, not adequate in some cases. For example, the errors may 

occur in the portions one did not think of. Since regular expressions are in many cases 

used to describe a search pattern, and there can be errors in the given pattern or the text 

string, it's desirable to be able to match the regular expressions approximately. 

The approximate regular expression pattern matching problem is to search in the 

text for substrings that match the regular expression within some predefined number of 

errors. Recall that a string s matches a regular expression R with :$; k errors if S E Lk(R). 

(See chapter 2 for a review of the definition of Lk(R).) In other words, the problem is to 

locate in the text, substrings belonging to Lk(R). 

Wagner and Seiferas [WS78] first proposed a 0 (nm) algorithm. Myers and Millers 

[MM89] later presented another 0 (nm) algorithm which is practically more efficient 

and more general in that it can handle more general cost functions. 

We present a new algorithm which improves the asymptotic time complexity to be 
nm . o (n + I ). The new result solves the open problem posed by Myers in [My88] 

ogk+2n 

which asked whether the Four-Russian technique could be applied to solve the approxi

mate regular expression matching in sub-quadratic time. (But our improvement works 

only for integer cost functions.) When k =0, i.e., for exact matching, the time complex

ity of our algorithm matches the time complexity of the algorithm in [My88]. 
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4.2 Regular Expressions and NFA 

An NFA is a directed graph in which the nodes are the states and each edge is labeled by 

a symbol in 1: or 'e' (which represents 'empty string'). There are two kinds of special 

states, 'start state' and 'accepting states'. A string x is matched (or accepted) by NFA M 

if there is a path from the start state to some accepting state of M whose edge-labels 

spell out the string. 

There are different ways of constructing an NFA from a regular expression [Th68, 

MY60, ASU86, CP92]. We will use Thompson's algorithm for constructing an NFA, 

which first hierarchically parses the regular expression into its constituent sub

expressions and then builds the NFA by combining the NFAs for those sub-expressions 

in a bottom-up way. Now we describe the Thompson's construction rules (see also 

[Th68, HU79, ASU86]). 

(1) For each symbol a E ~ in R, construct the NFA as follows: 

a 

'I' is a start state and e is an accepting state. This machine recognizes regular 

expression 'a'. 

(2) Suppose N(s) and N(t) are NFA's for regular expressions s and t respectively, then 

use the following three construction rules to construct NFA's for N(slt), N(st), 

and N(s*). 

(2.a) For the regular expression sit, construct the following composite NF A N (s It) as 

follows: 

In this construction, two new states are added where 'I' is the start state and e is the 

accepting state of N (s I t). There is an e edge from the new start state 'I' to the start 

state of N (s) and the start state of N (t) respectively. There is an e edge from the 
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end state of N(s) and N(t) to the new accpeting state e. 
(2.b) For the regular expression st, construct the composite NFA N(st) ~ follows: 

em N(s) co> N(I) ~ 

In this construction, the start state of N(s) becomes the start state of N(st) and the 
accepting state of N(t) becomes the accepting state of N(st). The accepting state 

of N (s) is merged with the start state of N (t). 

(2.c) For the regular expression s*, construct the composite NFA N (s*) as follows: 

Like (2.a) we added two states where 'V is the new start state and e is the new 

accepting state. There is a new £ edge from the accepting state of N (s) to the start 

state of N (s), and a new £ edge from 'V to e. Also, there is an £ edge from 'V to the 
start state of N(s) and an £ edge from the accepting state of N(s) to e. Note that 
the edge from the accepting state of N (s) to the start state of N (s) is called a back 

edge. 

The NFA constructed by Thompson's algorithm has the following properties: [ASU86, 

HU79] 

(1) The number of nodes is no more than twice the number of the symbols and opera

tors in R. That is, the number of nodes in the NFA is bounded by 0 (IR I). 

(2) N (R) has one start state and one accepting state. The start state has no in-coming 

edge and the accepting state has no out-going edge. 

(3) Each state of N (R) has at most two in-coming edges and two out-going edges, 

which implies that the number of edges is bounded by 0 ( I R I) too. 
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There is also a subtle property of the NFA's constructed in this way that is impor
tant to the design of our algorithm. (This is observed by Myers and Miller in 
[MM89]). 

(4) Any loop-free path on the NFA contains at most one back-edge. (See [MM89] for 
a proof.) 

Figure 4.1 shows the NFA for regular expression "a(blc)*d" constructed by 
Thompson's algorithm. 

o--v 
o 1 

Figure 4.1: The NFA constructed by Thompson's algorithm for R = a(blc)*d 

In our algorithm we adapt two modifications to the construction. (1) In the construction 

rule for Kleene closure, we replace the e edge from the accepting state of N (s) to the 
start state of N (s) with an e edge from the accepting state of N (s*) to the start state of 
N (s*). (2) Suppose node v has exactly one in-coming e edge from node u and one out

going edge labeled by x to node w, then remov~ v with its adjacent edges and add an 
edge labeled by x from u to w. It's easy to see that the above me~tioned properties still 
hold for the machine constructed with these two modifications. 

4.3 The Algorithm 

Following the scheme in last chapter, we use the approach of dividing the pattern into 

parts and building a DFA for each part. However, the partition (and the corresponding 

recurrence) is much more complicated. In a nutshell, we first use Thompson's construc

tion to construct an NFA for the regular expression [Th68]. We then derive a recurrence 

for solving the approximate regular expression matching problem which has running 
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time 0 (nm). We then use a Four-Russian technique combined with the partition tech

nique in [My88] to improve the running time to be 0 (n + nm/logk+2n). 

Let M be the NFA constructed from R using Thompson's construction. We call the 

nodes whose in-coming edges are labeled by a symbol E ~ L-nodes and nodes whose 

in-coming edges are labeled by 'E' E-nodes. We number the nodes in topological order 

disregarding the back edges (which were formed by the closure operation). The cost of 

going from one node v to another node u in the NFA is the minimal number of L-nodes 

along a path from v to u (excluding v). Let ri denote the character corresponding to 

node i, and let Pre (i) denote the nodes in M that are predecessors of node i. Let 

Pre (i) ~ Pre (i) denote the predecessors of i excluding back edges. Let Pre • (i) denote 

the closure predecessors of i,which is the set of L-nodes such that the shortest path from 

any node in Pre • (i) to i has cost 1 if i is an L-node, and cost 0 if i is an E-node. E [i, j] 

denote the minimum edit distance from a sub-pattern of R to a substring of T ending at 

aj, except that now the sub-pattern corresponds to every string that can reach the i-th 

node of the NFA from the start state. We compute E[i, j] in a way similar to (3.1), with 

two exceptions. 1) Instead of i-I in (3.1), we use Pre (i) andlor Pre(i); 2) To avoid 

cycles in the recurrence (any NFA corresponding to a regular expression with a closure 

operation * will contain cycles), and to handle the E moves, we use two passes. The 

value of E [i, j] after the first pass is denoted by E[i, j]. We denote by E [Pre (i),j] = 
min E [k,j]; that is, the minimum edit distance to any predecessor of i; E'[Pre (i),j] 

k E Pre (i) 

is defined similarly with E' replacing E, E[Pre (i),j] is defined similarly with Pre replac

ing Pre, and E [Pre • (i), j] is defined similarly with Pre· replacing Pre. The exact 

recurrence is given next. 
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E[O,j] = 0 for 0 5.j 5. n ; E[i, 0] = S (i), for 15. i 5.m, 

where S (i) is the shortest path from the start state of M to node i (moving to an £ node costs 0) and 

the start state is an £-node. 

{ 

0 ifri =aj 

Sij = 1 otherwise 

1 .. _{ min[E [i,j-1] + 1, E[Pre(i),j-1]+sij, E'[pre(i),j]+1) ifi ~ 1 is an L-node 

. E'[I,J] - E'[Pre(i),j] if i ~ 1 is an £-node 

{ 

min(E'[i,j], E[Pre(i),j] + 1) if i ~ 1 is an L-node 
2. E[i,j] = -'f . .." 1 . d (4 1) min(E'[Pre(i),j], E[Pre(i),j]) 1 I.:::; IS an £-no e . 

The recurrence is equivalent to the algorithm listed in figure 6 in [MM89]. Before 

we give the complete proof, we first outline the intuition behind it. The first pass for L

nodes handles insertions, substitutions/matches, and deletions (in that order), but only 

for edges in the forward direction (which is always the case for L-nodes). We cannot 

handle back edges in one pass, because they might come from nodes with higher labels, 

which we have not processed yet. The first pass for E-nodes propagates the values 

obtained so far through E-moves. Again, no back edges are used. After the first pass, 

the values of E'[i, n are equal to the desired E [i, n, except for a possibility of a series 

of deletions on a path that includes back edges. The second pass handles such paths. If i 

is an E-node, then in pass 2 it receives the best E' value from its predecessors including 

those connected by back edges. Thus, deletions can be propagated through the back 

edge. If i is an L-node, then we use the regular forward propagation for deletions. So, a 

series of deletions on a path with no more than one back edge will be handled. It turns 

out that one never has to use more than one back edge in such a propagation (see 

[MM89]). Figure 4.2 shows an example of computing E [i, j] by using recurrence 4.1. 

Theorem 4.1: Recurrence 4.1 correctly computes the edit distance E[i, n. 
Proof: The proof is by induction. Suppose that E[i, j-l], for all node i in the 

NFA, has been correctly computed. We want to show that E[i, n computed by 

recurrence 4.1 is correct. The base case is handled by the initial conditions which are 

obviously correct. 
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E[I,7] 

£11,8] 

E[I,8] 

Figure 4.2: An example of computing E[i, j]; R = abc(defghi)*j; A = abcdefgi· .. 
The numbers in the nodes represent the E values. 

For L-nodes, the minimum edit distance (from now on we will just call it edit dis
tance) at node i, at time j, can be obtained by 1) the edit distance at node k e Pre .(i) at 

time j -1 plus a substitution of aj with Tt (provided that aj ¢ rl), or 2) the edit distance 

at node k E Pre· (i) at time j -1 plus a match between aj and r/, or 3) the edit distance at 

node i at time j-l followed by an insertion of aj, or 4) the edit distance at node 
k e Pre ·(i) at time j plus a deletion of rl. For £-nodes, the edit distance at node i at time 

j can be obtained by the edit distance at node k e Pre • (i) at time j followed by £-moves. 

(We compute the edit distance of £-nodes solely for the purpose of propagation of edit 
distances.) We will prove that the values of E[i, jrs computed by recurrence 4.1 have 

addressed all the possibilities and thus are correct. Formally, we want to show that 
E[i, j] = min{E [i, j-l] + 1, E[Pre .(i), j-l] +Sljt E[Pre ·(i), j] + I} for L-nodes, and 

E [i, j] = E [Pre • (i), j] for £-nodes. 

First, we prove that after pass 1 of recurrence 4.1 (hereafter, we will just call it pass 

1), E[i, j], for i an L-node, is the minimal edit distance that can be obtained by consid

ering cases 1,2,3, and part of case 4 that takes care of only forward edges. Since i is an 

L-node, by Thompson's construction rule, Pre (i) = Pre (i) contains only one node, let it 

be k. We have two cases: 
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k is an L-node 

In this case, k = Pre *(i), hence E[i, j] = min { E [i, j -1] + 1, E [Pre * (i), j -1] + sij, 

E'[Pre * (i), j] + 1 }, ignoring the back edges. (E'[i, j] is not totally correct because 

there might be a node having higher index than i that will influence the edit dis

tance of a predecessor of i through a path that contains back edges, and that will 

eventually influence the edit distance of i.) 

k is an e-node 

In this case, Pre * (i) = Pre * (k). By the induction hypothesis, at the end of step 

j-I, E[k,j-I] = E[Pre*(k),j-I]. Since Pre*(i)=Pre*(k), E[Pre*(i),j-I] = 

E [Pre *(k),j -1] = E[k,j -1]. So, the argument for the first case holds in this case 

too. 

Next, we prove that the value for L-node i after pass 2, E [i, j] = min 

(E [Pre *(0, j] + 1, E[i, j] ), and it is the correct value. If the edit distance at node i at 

time j comes from case 1, 2, or 3, then E [i, j] = E'[i, j], and there is no problem. Sup

pose that the edit distance at node i, E[i, j], comes from E[k, j], k an L-node, followed 

by deletions of r u ' s where the u' s are the L-nodes in the shortest path from k to i. (The 

edit distance for every node on that path comes from k followed by some deletions too, 

and the edit distance of k, E [k, j], is obtained from case 1, 2, or 3, but not 4.) There are 

two cases: 

k < i Pass 1 guarantees that E'[i, j] $; E'[k, j] + f, where f is the number of L-nodes on 

the shortest path from k to i (including i itselt), because we can let 

E[p,j]=E[Pre(p),j]+I for every L-node p and E'[q,j]=E[Pre(q),j] for 

every e-node, along the shortest path from k to i. Since E [k, j] = E[k, j], we have 

E [i, j] =E[i, j] =E[k, j] + f=E [k, j] + fwhich is correct. 

k> i It has been proved that any cycle-free path in M contains at most one back edge 

(see [My88]). So, the shortest path from k to i, which propagates the value E[k, j] 

to influence E[i, j], contains only one back edge. Let P = 

k, k 1, k2, ... ,ku, bI> b 2, ... ,bv, i be the shortest path from k to i (see Figure 4.3), 

where ks > i, 1 $; S $; 11., and bg < i, 1 $; g $; v. Let fl be the number of L-nodes in 

path P between k and ku, and f2 be the number of L-nodes between ku and i in path 

P. Letf= it + f2. We want to show that at the end of pass 2, E[i, j] = E[k, j] + f. 
First we claim that by the end of pass 1, E'[ku, j] should be E[k, j] + fl. E[ku, j] 
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~oo~oo~oo~ 
b1 b2 bv i k k1 k" 

'\. contains i2 L-nodes / \ contains 11 L-nodes / 

Figure 4.3: An example of propagation of deletions. 

must be ~ E[k, j] + it since E[k, j] can be propagated to ku with the value being 
incremented by one at every L-node p on path P, by letting 
E[p, j] =E[Pre(p),j] + 1, and letting E[q, j]=E'[Pre(q),j] for every intermedi
ate e-node q. E'[ku, j] cannot be less than E'[k, j] +11 since otherwise E [i, j] 

must be derived from a node different than k contradicting our assumption. At the 

second pass when we are at node b 1, we have E [b 1 , j] = E'[k, j] +11 by letting 
E[b 1, j] =E[Pre(b 1),j] = E'[ku, j] = E'[k, j]+ 11. By the time we are at node i, 

E[i, j] should be ~ E[bbj]+ 12, since E[bbn can be propagated to i with the 
value being incremented by one at every L-node along path P. E [i, j] cannot be < 
E [b 1 , j] + f2 since otherwise E [i, j] must be derived from a different node than k 

contradicting our assumption. Thus we have E [i, j] = E [b It n +12 = E[k, j] + 11 

+ 12 =E[k,j]+f. 

Finally, we prove that the e-nodes will get proper values after pass 2. Suppose i is 

an e-node. We want to prove that E [i, n = E [Pre • (i), n after pass 2. Let k e Pre· (i) 

be the node that has the minimum value among nodes in Pre • (i), i.e., 
E [k, j] =E [Pre· (i), j]. If k < i, then E [k, j] will be propagated to i because, for every 

intermediate e-node p such that k ~ p ~ i, E [p, j] ~ E [Pre (p ), n and 

E [i, j] = E [Pre (i), j]. Consider the case k > i. When we are at node i in pass 2 we have 
not yet processed node k. But we claim that the value we have at node k after pass 1 is 
correct. In other words, we prove that E[k, j]=E'[k, n. We prove this by contradic

tion. If E [k, j] -:F- E'[k, j] then E [k, n is derived from E [t, j], for some t > k, by some 
deletions. Since the path from t to i through k must contain a cycle, either a) i is in the 
shortest path from t to k, or b) t is in the shortest path from k to i (see Figure 4.4). But 

both cases will make E [i, n smaller than E [k, n contradicting our assumption that 

E [k, j] =E [Pre • (i), n. Let P = k, k It ... ,ku,b b ... ,bv , i be the shortest path from k to i, 
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(a) 

k 
(b) 

Figure 4.4: The two cases of a cycle in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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where ku~ b 1 is the back edge in the path. At the end of pass 1 E'[ku, j] = E'[k, j]. In 

pass 2, E'[k, j] (which equals to E [k, j]) will be propagated to i by letting 

E[b lt j] =E'[Pre (b l ), j] and E[bg,j] =E [Pre (bg), j] for all nodes bg , 1 <g Sv in path 

P. So, after pass 2, we have E[i, j] =E'[k, j]=E[k, j] =E[Pre *(i),j]. This completes 

the proof. 

o 
Recurrence 4.1 leads to an algorithm whose running time is O(nm) in the worst 

case, because Thompson's construction guarantees that I Pre (i) I S2 for all i. We can 
improve the running time by using technique similar to the one used in previous chapter 

but in a more complicated way. 

First note that, since we are looking for matches with S k errors, if the E value at 

some node of the machine is greater than k, we can just store it as k+ 1 without affecting 

the result of the algorithm. Thus, if we build a DFA for the machine, then there will be 

in total 0 «k+2)m) possible states in the DFA. As we did in chapter 3, our approach is 

to simulate the DFA which may have too many states using a co~bination of smaller 

DFA's. We decompose the NFA into modules, each of size O(logk+2n) using the 

decomposition in [My88]. For each module we build two DFA's using recurrence 4.1. 

We then combine those DFA's to simulate the function of the original algorithm. The 

technique is similar to the one we used in the previous chapter, but the implementation 

is much more complicated. We do not use a universal automaton here, because we will 

need to encode the structure of the module. (This is probably possible, but too compli

cated.) 
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To improve the algorithm we have to answer the following two questions: 1) how 

to decompose the NFA into appropriate modules, and 2) how to combine the modules to 

simulate the function of the original algorithm. The 'decomposition' part is the same as 

in [My88], and we will describe it only briefly here. The 'combine' part is quite ela

borate and will be described in detail. 

The decomposition of the NFA for R takes advantage of the hierarchical form of 

regular expressions. For this reason, we will first express the decomposition in terms of 

the associated parse tree, TR, for R. Hereafter, Trefers to TR whenever R can be inferred 

from context. We first partition T into a collection of subtrees. Then, we connect the 

subtrees in the following way. Let Tp and Tq be subtrees, and assume that Tp is con

nected to Tq by an edge (v, u) such that v E Tp and u E Tq. We add a 'pseudo-node' to 

Tp to represent u. This 'pseudo-node' will serve to communicate values between the 

subtrees. We call the subtrees (with the extra pseudo-nodes) modules. We will use the 

term 'original nodes' to indicate nodes that are in T (i.e., nodes that are not pseudo

nodes). Figure 4.5 shows an example of this decomposition. A square denotes a 

pseudo-node. The following lemma shows that the decomposition of T can be done 

evenly. The lemma was given in [My88], we include it here for completeness. 

Lemma 4.1: For any K ~ 2, we can decompose T as described above into a 

module U that contains T s root and has no more than K nodes, and a set of other 

Figure 4.5: An example of the tree decomposition. 
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modules, denoted by ~ each having between rKI21 and K nodes. 

Proof: The proof is by induction on size of the tree. Suppose that the hypothesis is 

true for trees of size m -1, and consider a tree of size m. (The base case is trivial.) Let r 

be the root of T. There are two cases: 

r has two children 

Let c and d be the children of r and Tc and Td be the subtrees rooted at c and d 

respectively. By the induction hypothesis, Tc and Td can be decomposed into 

Uc uXc and Ud UXd' respectively. Let ke be the number of nodes in Ue, and kd 

be the number of nodes in Ud. If ke +kd < Kthen we can set U = Uc U Ud U {r}, 

and X = Xc U Xd'. Otherwise, without loss of generality, assume that kc ~ kd. This 

implies that ke ~ rK/~. If kd < K then we can let U = Ud U {r}, and X = 
Xc UXd'U Uc. Otherwise it must be that ke = kd = K, and we can let X = 
XcUXd'U Uc U Ud and U= {r}. 

r has one child 

Let c be the only child of r, and Tc be the subtree rooted at c. By induction 

hypothesis, Tc can be decomposed into Uc and Xc. Let kc be the number of nodes 

in Uc. If kc < K then we just let U = Uc U { r }, and X= Xc. Otherwise, let U = { r 

} and X= Xc U Uc, and the proof is completed. 

D 

We can decompose the NFA for R in a way corresponding to the decomposition of 

R's parse tree such that a module in the NFA for R corresponds to a module in R's parse 

tree. Inside a module Mj, we will call a node an original node if that node is the original 

node in the NF A. Otherwise that node corresponds to a module inside M; and is called a 

pseudo-node. Module M; is called the parent module of Mj (and Mj is called the child 

module of M;) if M; contains the pseudo-node corresponding to Mj. A module that con

tains only original nodes is called a leaf module. A module that contains pseudo-nodes 

is called an internal module. It is not hard to see, based on Lemma 4.1, that given a con

stant K, we can decompose the NFA into a collection of modules such that 1) each 

module contains ~ K nodes, (including original nodes and pseudo-nodes), 2) each 

module contains one input node and one output node which are used to communicate 

with its parent module, and 3) the total number of modules is bounded by 0 (mIK). Fig

ure 4.6 shows an example of decomposition for regular expression R = a (b I c) * I (de) *J. 
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(All moves, except for the back edges, are from left to right); The NFA for R is decom

posed into 3 modules, assuming each module can have up to 6 nodes. 

In our algorithm, we choose K = Ihlogk+2n. For each module obtained from the 

decomposition we build two transition tables corresponding to pass 1 and 2 of 

recurrence 4.1. Suppose we are to build the transition tables for Mj, which contains 

t =:; K nodes. Suppose that g out of the t nodes in Mj are pseudo-nodes (g =0 if M j is a 

leaf module). We label the nodes in a topological order ignoring the back edges. Node 

o is the input node, and node t-l is the output node of Mi. We call the value of node i 

(whether it is after or before pass 1, that is, whether it corresponds to E[i, j] or to 

E'[i, jD the E value of i. A state s of Mj is a vector (eo, e 1,,,,, et-l), where ej denotes 

the E value of node i. We encode the state s by an integer Is. In the encoding, Is con

tains t components each containing rlog2 (d +2~ bits. A component of Is corresponds to 

an ej, O=:;i =:;t-l, in s. Hereafter, we will refer to ej as the component in Is that 

corresponds to ej. Assume that x is a pseudo-node in Mj • Let Mx be the module 

corresponding to x. Suppose that u and v are original nodes in Mj, and that u is a prede

cessor of x and v is a successor of x. Note that the computation of the E value for the 

input node of Mx depends on the E value of u, and the computation of the E value for v 

depends on the E value of the output node of Mx. In other words, the computation of the 

E value for v has to wait until the computation in module Mx has been completed. The 

Figure 4.6: The NFA for a (b I c)*1 (de)*fand its decomposition. 
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dependency on pseudo-nodes prohibits us from building a transition table that can be 

used to compute the state transition for Mj in constant time as in previous sections. We 

divide the state transition into a series of smaller transitions as follows. We partition Mi 

into h layers such that 1) nodes in layer p have labels greater than nodes in layer p -1; 2) 

no two pseudo-nodes that are connected by a path are in the same layer; 3) if x is a 

pseudo-node in layer p then its successor node is in layer p+l; 4) each layer either con

tains at least one pseudo-node or it contains the output node of Mj. (If Mi is a leaf 

module. then it has only one layer.) Figure 4.7 shows an example of partitioning a 

module into layers. Nodes represented in boxes are pseudo-nodes. The E values of 

nodes in layer p do not depend on pseudo-nodes inside p. So. we can build transition 

tables such that the computation of the E values in a layer can be done in constant time. 

The state transition for Mj is decomposed into h serial steps. each corresponding to 

a state transition for one layer. In the preprocessing. for every possible state s 

(represented by Is). every layer number P. I ~ P ~ h. and every possible input character 

aj. we precompute the state transition for layer p using pass 1 of recurrence 4.1 on the 

nodes in layer p. The result is stored in the first transition table Nextl' The building of 

the second transition table Next2 is done similarly except that now the input character is 

not needed and pass 2 of recurrence 4.1 is now applied; namely, the second transition 

table Next2 is addressed by current state and layer number only. 

Figure 4.7: An example of the partitioning 
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With the transition tables described above, the state transition for Mj is done in two 

passes in the following way. We call the procedure for pass 1, Transition 1, and the pro

cedure for pass 2, Transition 2. In Transition 1, we first apply a state transition for layer 

one of Mj using table Next 1 based on the current state, the input character, and the layer 

number, 1. Then we apply the state transitions for all child modules of Mj that are in 

layer one, by recursively calling Transition 1. The pseudo-nodes are used to communi

cate values between parent/child modules; we discuss this in the next paragraph. After 

that we apply the state transition for layer two of module Mj, based on the new state, the 

input character, and the layer number, 2. We continue in this way until every layer of 

Mj has been processed. After pass 1 is done, we apply Transition 2 in the same way 

except that the input character is not needed and Next2 instead of Next 1 is used. 

Before we use Next 1 for each layer of M j , we have to ensure that the E values of 

the pseudo-nodes are consistent in the parent and child modules. Recall that a pseudo

node x represents a regular node in Mx, whereas in Mj x represents the module Mx. In 

Mx we have two special nodes, an input node and an output node. The E value of the 

input node of Mx should be the same as the E value of x in Mj before we apply the tran

sition on the appropriate layer in Mj containing x. After we are done with the layer 

(which means that we have applied the transition to all its child modules), we copy the E 

value of the output node of Mx to x. This way the E values are kept consistent between 

modules. The complete algorithm is is given in Figure 4.8. The algorithm reports a 

match whenever the E value of the output node of the outer most module is ~ d. 

Analysis: Let's start with space complexity. In the decomposition we have chosen 

K, the maximum size of a module, to be ~logk+2n. So, the maximum number of possi

ble states for a module is (k+2)lhlog
k+2

n = n %. Thus, each state can be represented by an 

integer, which we assume takes constant space. There are at most 0 «k+2)lh logk+2
n I L I) 

entries in the transition table for each leaf module. There are at most 

o «k+2) ~ logk+2
n I L I h) entries in the transition table for internal modules, where h is 

the number of layers in that module. There are altogether ~ lA I 2m layers counting 
2 ogk+2n 

all the internal modules; thus, the total space needed is 0 (n Ih • 1m) (the first factor 
ogk+2n 

corresponds to the the number of entries in one layer, and the second factor corresponds 
Ih 

to the number of layers), which equals O( n m ). (We assume that ILl is a 
10gk+2n 
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constant.) The time to compute an entry in the transition table is OOogk+2n); thus, the 

preprocessing time needed is 0 (n Ih m). 

Now we show that the time complexity for scanning the text is 0 (n + I n m ). 
ogk+2n 

For every character scanned, the time spent in a leaf module is constant, and the time 

spent in an internal module is 0 (P), where p is the number of pseudo-nodes contained in 

the module. Since the total number of pseudo-nodes counting all modules is the total 

number of modules - 1 = 0 (m Ilogk+2n), the total time spent for scanning a character is 

o (m Ilogk+2n). So the total time complexity is 0 (n + I n m ). We have the follow-
ogk+2n 

ing theorem. 

Theorem 4.2: Given a regular expression of size m, a text of size n, and the 

number of errors allowed k, the approximate regular expression pattern matching prob-
n m nih m 

lem can be solved in time 0 (n + I ) and space 0 ( I ). 
ogk+2n ogk+2n 

o 



Input: a regular expression R, a text T = a 1 a 2 ••• am and the error bound k 
Output: the ending positions of those approximate matches in A 

begin 

end 

build the NF A for R using Thompson's construction; 
find the initial value of every node using recurrence 4.1; 
decompose the NFA hierarchically into modules; 
build transition tables Next 1 and Next 2 for each module; 
for every module encode the E values to be its initial state; 
Let M be the root module, and let t be the number of its nodes; 
for j = 1 to n do 

Transitionl (M, aj, eo); 
Transition2 (M, eo); 
if e'-l ~ k, then report a match at position j; 

Procedure Transition 1 (Module M, input character a, input value e g) ; 
begin 

end; 

Let Is be the current state of M; 
copyeg to eo of Is; 
let h be the number of layers in M; 
for p = 1 to h do 

for every pseudo-node y in layer p do 
copy the E value of the input node of My to ey of Is; 

Is = Next 1 (/s' a, f); 
for every My in layer p do 

Transitionl (My, a, ey); 
for every pseudo-node y in layer p do 

copy the E value of the output node of My to ey of Is; 

Procedure Transition2 (Module M, input value eg) ; 

begin 

end: 

Let Is be the current state of M; 
copyeg to eo of Is; 
let h be the number of layers in M; 
for p = 1 to h do 

for every pseudo-node y in layer p do 
copy the E value of the input node of My to ey of Is: 

Is = Next2(I"f); 
for every My in layer p do 

Transition2 (My, ey); 
for every pseudo-node y in layer p do 

copy the E value of the output node of My to ey of I.r: 

Figure 4.8: Algorithm Approximate_Regular_Expression_Matching 

42 
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Chapter 5 

A Fast Algorithm for Approximate String Matching 

In this chapter we present a fast algorithm for k-difference approximate string matching 

problem. We assume that the number of errors allowed is bounded by o (m/logp:1 m). 

If the above assumption does nOl'hold, we resort to the algorithm presented in chapter 3. 

Like the algorithm by Tarhio and Ukkonen [TU90j, our algorithm employs a filtering 

search technique in which we do two phases of processing over the text after the prepro

cessing of the pattern. The first phase is used to screen out those areas of the text that 

are assured not to contain a match and mark those areas that might contain a match. 

The second phase then use an existing algorithm to find k-difference matches in the 

marked areas of the text. 

5.1 Introduction 

Recently, algorithms with efficient expected running time for k-difference approximate 

string matching problem have been presented. Chang and Lawler [CL90] presented an 

algorithm with expected running time 0 (nk logc
m

), where c denotes the size of the 
m 

alphabet. (Throughout this chapter, we will follow 

Ukkonen presented another algorithm with 
c k 1 

O( ( 2k) n k ( 2 + -» [TU90]. 
c- (c+2k) m 

this convention). Tarhio and 

expected time complexity 

Though Chang and Lawler's algorithm has a good theoretical expected time com

plexity the algorithm is not very efficient in practice (See [CL90] for experimental data). 

On the other hand, Tarhio and Ukkonen' s algorithm is in general very efficient for small 

number of errors and not too small alphabet size. However when the size of the alpha

bet is small (like DNA alphabet) or the number of errors is large, the performance of 

their algorithm degrades greatly. For example, for DNA patterns their algorithm is 

worse than Ukkonen' s 0 (nk) expected time algorithm. (See the experimental results in 
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[TU90].) 

We present another fast expected time algorithm which has the same complexity as 

Chang and Lawler's algorithm but is in practice much more efficient Like the two 

above mentioned algorithms, our algorithm processes the text in two phases. In the first 

phase, we employ a filtering technique which we called 'block shifting' to swiftly scan 

the text to locate the areas that might contain a match. In the second phase we use an 

existing algorithm to find the actual k-difference matches in those candidate areas. The 

two phases of processing can be intermixed, Le., we can run phase two on the candidate 

areas every time we detected some candidate areas. 

We will first give a simple variation of the classical Boyer-Moore algorithm for 

exact string matching. Based on the simple Boyer-Moore algorithm, we derive a simple 

approximate Boyer-Moore algorithm for k-difference approximate string matching prob

lem. The simple approximate Boyer-Moore algorithm works well provided that the pat

tern is not long and the alphabet is not small, but has degraded performance otherwise. 

We then show how to improve the simple Boyer-Moore algorithm using the 'block

shifting' technique. 

5.2 A Simple Variation of the Boyer-Moore Algorithm 

For exact string matching problem, the Boyer-Moore algorithm is the fastest algorithm 

in expected performance. In practice, it is in general several times faster than other algo

rithms such as KMP algorithm [Hu91]. In this section we give a very simple variation 

of the Boyer-Moore algorithm. Our purpose here is to lead to the development of an 

approximate string algorithm that uses the Boyer-Moore style technique. In the prepro

cessing, instead of building two shift tables which are used to determine the amount of 

positions the pattern can be shifted when a mismatch occurs in the matching process 

[MB77], we construct a table of size I ~ I to indicate whether a given symbol is in the 

pattern or not. We call such a table MEMBER. MEMBER [a] = 1 if a appears in the pat

tern, MEMBER [a] = 0 otherwise. With such a table we can scan the text using the fol

lowing algorithm: 



Algorithm 5.1: Simple Boyer-Moore 

x=m: 

End 

align_begin = 1; 
while (x < n) { 

while (MEMBER[axl == 1 && x > align_begin) x = x-I; 
if (align_begin < x) x = x + m; 
else { 

verify ifax-m+l ••• ax match the pattern; 
if it does then report a match at position align_begin; 
x=x+m; 

align_begin = x - m + 1; 

Figure 5.1. A Simple Boyer-Moore Algorithm 
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The heuristic behind this algorithm is very simple; if a substring matches the pat

tern exactly, every character of the substring must appear somewhere in the pattern. If 

some character ax in the substring does not appear in the pattern, we can shift the pattern 

forward to align b 1 with ax+l. We try the matching only when currently aligned sub

string passes the test. In next section we show how to extend this simple algorithm to 

solve the k-difference approximate string matching problem. 

5.3 A Simple Approximate Boyer-Moore Algorithm 

The basic idea of the simple approximate Boyer-Moore algorithm is similar to the idea 

behind the approximate Boyer-Moore algorithm by Tarhio and Ukkonen [TU90]. We 

call a character not in the pattern a bad character. The main difference is that we define 

the bad character in a different way, and we build a MEMBER table instead of a shift 

table as was done in [TU90]. The following lemma lays the foundation for the simple 

approximate Boyer-Moore algorithm, which is used to filter out areas that are assured 

not to contain a match. 

Lemma 5.1: If at' .. ax, t ~ x-m+l, contains more than k+l bad characters, then 

no substring ending at a position between x and t+m-l is a k-difference match of the 

pattern. 

Proof: First note that any substring of size ~ m ending at position between x to 

t+m-l contains at least k+l bad characters, so they can not be a k-difference match. 
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On the other hand, a substring of size m - d, 1 ::;; d ::;; k, contains at least k - d + 1 bad 

characters. Again, such a substring can not be a k-difference match of the pattern 

because the number of errors is at least k - d + 1 + d = k + 1. 

o 
Based on lemma 5.1, we can derive a simple approximate Boyer-Moore algorithm 

in a natural way. The preprocessing is the same as the preprocessing for simple Boyer
Moore algorithm. The algorithm for scanning the text is updated to be: 

Algorithm 5.2: Simple Approximate Boyer-Moore 
Phase I: 

Phase II: 

end 

x= m-k; 
align_begin = 1; 
while (x < n) { 

bad_count = 0,' 
while (bad_count ~ k && x > align_begin) { 

if (MEMBER[ax ] == 0) bad30unt++; 
x--; 

if (align_begin < x) x = x + m; 
else { 

mark ax ••• ax+2"m as a candidate area; 
x=x+3*m-k; 

align_begin = x - m +1; 

use an existing algorithm to find the k-difference matches in the candidate areas; 

Figure 5.2. Simple Approximate Boyer-Moore Algorithm. 

The inner while loop is used to test whether currently aligned area might contain a 

match. If the number of bad characters encountered during the back-scan is more than 

k+ 1 before we reach the left-aligned boundary then we can shift forward safely by using 

lemma 5.1. Otherwise we mark currently aligned area as a candidate area. After phase 

I, we can apply an existing 0 (nk) expected time algorithm such as the one in [Uk85a] to 

search for k-difference matches in the candidate areas. For typical English text search

ing, where the size of the pattern is not long and the number of errors allowed is small, 

algorithm 5.2 performs pretty well. But as the value ~ decreases the performance of 
mk 
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the algorithm degrades, because the probability that k+ 1 bad characters appear in a 

string of size m becomes smaller, and the algorithm may have to mark a large portion (or 

even the whole text) as the candidate areas. 

5.4 The Main Algorithm 

The main drawback of the simple approximate Boyer-Moore algorithm is that the per

formance of the algorithm is sensitive to the size of the alphabet and the size of the pat-

tern. Especially, as m becomes larger, the probability of encountering a bad character 
c 

becomes smaller. We can solve this problem by looking at a 'substring' as a unit rather 

than a 'single character' as a unit. We now define a bad string to be a string that does 

not appear in the pattern. Similar to Lemma 5.1, we have the following lemma: 

Lemma 5.2: If at ... ax, t ~ x-m+l contains more than k+l disjoint bad strings, 

then no substring ending at position between x to t+m-l is a k-difference match of the 

pattern. 

Based on lemma 5.2, algorithm 5.2 is improved to be: 

Algorithm 5.3: Approximate Boyer-Moore 

Phase I: 

Phase II: 

x=m-k; 
align_begin = 1; 
while (x < n) { 

bad30unt = 0; 
while (bad30unt :5: k && X > align_begin) { 

bad_begin = x; 
decrease x until ax ... aOOd_begin does not appear in the pattern; 
bad_count++; 

if (align_begin < x) x = x + m; 
else { 

mark ax' .. ax+2tm as a candidate area; 
x=x+3*m-k; 

align_begin = x - m + 1; 

use an existing algorithm to find the k-difference matches in the candidate areas; 
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End 

Figure 5.3 Approximate Boyer-Moore Algorithm. 

Now we tum to the problem of determining bad strings. The problem can be 

solved by building a suffix tree for pr, the reverse of the pattern string [We73]. Using 

the suffix tree, we can find the longest match starting from ax (in the right-to-Ieft direc

tion) in time proportional to the size of the match. Suppose the longest match ends at 

position aj' then we know that aj-l .•• ax is the shortest bad string ending at position x. 
Mter that we can find the next bad string ending at position j-2 in the same way. This 

process is repeated until either k+ 1 bad strings have been encountered or the index has 

passed the position aligned with beginning of the pattern. 

We now present another variation of the algorithm which can be implemented very 

efficiently. (It's implemented in this way in 'agrep'.) Instead of looking for bad strings 

which may have varied sizes, we look for bad blocks which are of fixed size. We define 

bad blocks as follows. 

We choose the block size b to be approximately logcm. A bad block is a bad string 

of size b. Lemma 5.2 still holds if we replace bad strings with bad blocks since a bad 

block is a bad string. By choosing fixed block size, the preprocessing becomes much 

simpler. In the preprocessing, we build a MEMBER table similar to the MEMBER table 

in simple approximate string matching algorithm. For every possible block u of size b, 

if u appears in the pattern, then MEMBER [u] = 1; otherwise MEMBER [u] = 0; But we 

have to have a mapping function between a block and its index in the MEMBER table. 

Let U = {Uj I Uj E ~., 1 ~ i ~ C b , I u;I = b} be the set of strings of size b in ~.. We 

label the strings in U in a lexicographical order by integer 1 to cb • The table MEMBER 

contains cb entries, the i -th of which corresponds to the i -th string in U. 

Now we describe how to build the table MEMBER. Let map be a function which, 

given a string of size b, can determine in time b its index in MEMBER. Initially we set 

the value of each entry of MEMBER to be O. We scan the pattern string P from left to 

right We keep a window of size b. Let's denote the substring in current window by s, 

and we replace the value of MEMBER [map (s)] by 1. We continue to move the window 

one position at a time and make the update as described above until the end of the pat

tern string has been reached. The algorithm becomes: 



Algorithm 5.4: 

Phase I: 

Phase II: 

end 

x = m- k; 
align_begin = 1; 
while (x < n) { 

bad30unt = 0; 
while (bad30unt ~ k && x > align_begin) { 

while (MEMBER[map(ax ••• ax+b-lJJ = 1) 
X =x-b; 

bad30unt++; 

if (align_begin < x) x = x + m; 
else { 

mark ax· .. ax+2'"m as a candidate area; 

x = x + 3*m ok; 

align_begin = x - 111 + 1; 

use an existing algorithm find the k-difference matches in the candidate areas; 

Figure 5.4. Approximate Boyer-Moore Algorithm using 'block shifting' 
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Analysis: Now we analyze the expected time complexity of Algorithm 5.4. We 

assume that the text and the pattern strings are random strings with uniform distribution. 

Let b = fIogc2nij. Assume that k $; ml4b. 

The running time for algorithm 5.4 consists of two major parts: the time for scan

ning the text (phase 1) and the time for finding k-difference matches inside those candi

date areas (phase II). 

Now we analyze the expected time for phase I. The probability for a random string 

s of size b to appear in the pattern is $; 112, because the number of different strings in 

".£b (all strings of size b) is ~ 2m. The expected number of blocks scanned before a shift 

is made is $; 2(k+l). The expected length of a shift is m-2(k+l)b $; m12-2b = o (m). 
b logcm 

So, the expected number of characters scanned over the text is 0 (nk-) = 0 (nk ). 
m m 

The second part of the running time depends on the number of times we have to 

mark current scanned area as a candidate area. We will prove that the probability that 
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the algorithm marks an area as a candidate area is very small and the total time for the 

second part is insignificant. 

We can think of the inner while loop in algorithm 5.4 as Bernoulli trials where each 

trial is to test whether a block is a bad block. If after the while loop we mark the current 

area, then we must have made in total t = ; trials. Let Xi = 1 if the i-th trial turns out to 

t 
be a good block, Xi = 0 otherwise. Let X = LXi be the total number of good blocks (a 

i=1 

block is a good block if not a bad block). Let Pi = P be the probability that the i-th block 

turns out to be a good block. In our case, p :s; 0.5. Since the total number of bad blocks 

encountered in the process is bounded by k and t ~ 4k, the total number of good blocks 

must be ~ ~. We are interested in finding an upper bound for the probability that 

3t. 3t 
X ~ 4' Smce Pr (X ~ 4) has greatest value when p = 0.5 we assume that P = 0.5. By 

the Chernoff bound [Ch52], we have 

(5.1) 

where Jl denotes the expected value of X. In our case, Jl = ; ,8=0.5. So the probability 

[ 
eo.51 ; 

that we mark a candidate area is less than 1.51.5 ' which approaches 0 quickly as m 

logcm 
grows. Therefore, the total expected time for processing the text is 0 (nk ). 

m 
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Chapter 6 

A Bit-Parallel Algorithm for Approximate Pattern Matching 

In this chapter, we present a very flexible and efficient new algorithm for approximate 

pattern matching. The algorithm is based on the Shift-OR algorithm for exact pattern 

matching by Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [BYG89j. Our algorithm has the following 

features: 1) Complicated patterns are supported. For example, the pattern can contain 

"don't care symbol", "range character", "class character", "complement symbol", and 

"wild-card symbol", and it can even be a regular expression. 2) For short patterns, the 

algorithm can match several patterns simultaneously in the same running time as match

ing one pattern. 3) The algorithm supports non-uniform cost junction, (but has to be 

integer). 4) Mixed approximate/exact matching is supported where certain portions of 

the pattern can be limited to be no-error areas, while other areas allow errors to occur 

in the matching. This algorithm is the most important algorithm in the implementation 

of agrep. Most of the distinguished features of agrep are based on this algorithm. 

6.1 Introduction 

There have been many results in the literature for solving the approximate string match

ing problem [Se80, Uk85a, GP90, TU90, LV88, CL90], which assumed the pattern to be 

a fixed string. In some search applications, however, the pattern we are looking for may 

not be a fixed string. The pattern may contain a "class character", a "range character", a 

"don't care symbol", a "complement symbol", or a "wild-card symbol". The pattern can 

even be a regular expression. (For example, many tools, like "ed", "sed", "grep/egrep", 

"emacs", "cshlksh", etc., provide regular expression matching functions.) It is thus 

necessary to have algorithms for handling complicated patterns efficiently if we want to 

incorporate the approximate matching capability extensively into the computing system. 

In this chapter, we study the approximate pattern matching problem from a more 

pragmatic point of view. We assume that the pattern is not long, and the number of 
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errors allowed in the matching is small. (This is in general true for most text searching 

problems.) On the other hand, we allow complicated patterns and non-uniform error 

costs (for example, deletions cost two times more than insertions). We also consider 

certain kinds of constraints in performing the matching. 

Sometimes, the user may know that certain kinds of errors are less likely to happen 

than others (or are forbidden at all). Sometimes, the user may want to insist that certain 

part of the pattern be exactly matched while the remaining part of the pattern may con

tain errors in the matching. For example, suppose one forgets the spelling of "spot", but 

is sure that the second character is "p", the last character is "t", and the word is at least 4 

characters long. Suppose the pattern one gave is "sput", without the constraint, it may 

match "put" with one deletion error (delete "s"), or "spur" with one substitution error. 

The other frequent constraint in performing matching is that one might want to match 

the pattern against an entire word rather than part of a word. So, allowing one error, 

"part" matches "port" but not "partner", although "part" matches a prefix of "partner" 

exactly. 

In this chapter we present a very flexible, general, and efficient algorithm for solv

ing approximate pattern matching problems. The algorithm allows complicated patterns 

such as regular expressions and multiple patterns. For multiple patterns, when the size 

of each pattern is small and the total size is no more than the size of a computer word, 

the running time is about the same as matching a single pattern using the algorithm. The 

algorithm can also handle certain kinds of constrained matching like non-uniform error 

cost and mixed approximate/exact matching. In addition to its generality, the algorithm 

is very efficient for small number of errors. For small patterns the practical running time 

is 0 (n +nk) for matching regular expressions allowing k errors. For example, searching 

for the regular expression "<[CJ]ACM>[ ]*Author" (which means either "CACM" or 

"JACM" follows by 0 or more number of spaces, and followed by "Author") allowing 

one error in a 1 MB bibliographical file takes only 1.3 seconds user time while egrep 

takes about 0.75 seconds to search exactly. 

For limited expressions, (see chapter 2 for the definition) the worst case time com

plexity of our algorithm is 0 (nkr m~) where w is the size of a computer word. For regu
w 

lar expression, our algorithm has worst case time complexity 0 (nkr m~r -1 m 1). Since 
w ogn 
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for most text searching applications the size of the pattern is small, the practical running 

time of our algorithm is 0 (nk) for limited expressions and 0 (nkr -1 m 1) for regular 
ogn 

expression. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 6.2 we describe Baeza

Yates and Gonnet's Shift-OR algorithm [BYG89] for exact matching. In section 6.3 we 

show how to extend the exact matching algorithm to the approximate pattern matching 

for limited expressions. In section 6.4 we show how to extend the algorithms to solve 

the regular expression pattern matching problem. Experimental results are presented in 

section 6.5. 

6.2 The Exact Matching 

First, we describe the algorithm by Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [BYG89] for exact match

ing. The exact string matching problem can be solved by a simple dynamic program

ming approach as follows: Let T = a 1 a 2 ••• an be the input text string. Let 

P = bIb 2 ••. bm be the pattern. Let V be a array of size m (the size of the pattern). We 

denote by Vj the value of the array V after aj has been processed. The array Vj contains 

information about all matches of prefixes of P that end at aj. More precisely, Vj [;] = 1 if 

the first i characters of the pattern match exactly the last; characters up to a j in the text 

(Le., b1b2 ••• bi =aj-i+laj-i+2 ... aj)' When we read aj+l we need to determine 

whether aj+l can extend any of the partial matches so far. For each i such that Vj[i] = 1 

we need to check whether aj+l is equal to bi+1. If Vj [;] = 0 then there is no match up to 

i and there cannot be a match up to ; + 1. If aj+l = b 1 then Vj+l [1] = 1. If Vj+l [m] = 1 

then we have a complete match, starting at j -m+2, and we output it. The transition 

from Vj to Vj+l can be summarized as follows: 

Initially, Vo[i] = 0 for all ;, 1 ~; ~ m ; Vj[O] = 1 for all j, 1 ~j ~ n. 

. {I if Vj[i-l] = 1 and bi =aj+l 
V"+l[l] = J 0 otherwise (6.1) 

If Vj+dm] = 1 then we output a match atj-m+2 ; 

A direct implementation of this algorithm will require 0 (nm) running time since 

every transition needs 0 (m) operations. However, the data structure has a nice property 

that every entry of the array V has value either 0 or 1. This property leads to a very 
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efficient implementation, observed by Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [BYG89], as follows. 

First, since every entry in array V only takes value either 0 or 1, the array V can be 

represented by a bit vector, the i-th bit of which corresponds to the i-th entry of the ori

ginal array. Let the alphabet be l:=s 1 ,S2,oo.,S III. For each character Sj in the alphabet 

we construct a bit vector Sj of size m such that Sj[r] = 1 if br =Sj. (It is sufficient to con

struct the S vectors only for the characters that appear in the pattern.) In other words, Sj 

denotes the indices in the pattern that contain Sj. It is easy to verify now that the transi

tion from Vj to Vj+l amounts to no more than a right shift of Vj and an AND operation 

with Sj, where Sj =aj+l. So, each transition can be executed with only two simple arith

metic operations, a shift and an AND. 

So far in our description of the algorithm we have assumed that the right shift fills 

the first position with a 1. (Vj [O]=1 in recurrence (6-1». If only O-filled shifts are avail

able (as is the case with C), then we can add one more OR operation with a mask that 

has a '1' in its leading bit. (Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [BYG89] used 0 to indicate a 

match and an OR operation instead of an AND; that way, O-filled shifts are sufficient. 

This is counterintuitive to explain, so we opted for the easier definition.) An example is 

given in Figure 6.1.(a), where the pattern is aabac and the text is aabaacaabacab. The 

masks for a band c are given in Figure 6. 1. (b). 

The discussion above assumes, of course, that the pattern's size is no more than the 

word size, which is often the case. If the pattern's size is twice the word size, then 4 

arithmetic operations will suffice. For ASCII text searching applications, patterns of 

more than 64 characters are quite rare in practice, although there are applications for 

a a b a a c a a b a c a b a b c 
a 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 

a 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

b 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

a 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.1: An example of exact matching and the corresponding masks. 
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which they can appear. We discuss this issue further in section 6.3.3.7, but for now 

we'll assume that the pattern's size is no more than the word size. This algorithm is 

clearly very easy to implement. Its practical running time is 0 (n) for small patterns, and 

the experimental results in [BYG89] show that the algorithm is competitive with other 

algorithms, though not as efficient as the Boyer-Moore algorithm. However, the algo

rithm can handle more flexible patterns which are not provided in other algorithms like 

the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm [KMP77], the Boyer-Moore algorithm [BM77], or the 

Karp-Rabin algorithm [KR87]. 

As regards the preprocessing, we need to compute a bit vector for each symbol in 

the alphabet. (Each vector is initialized to be 0' s). For those symbols that appear in the 

pattern, it takes 0 (m) time to build the vector. For those symbols that do not appear in 

the pattern, it takes 0 <f m1) time to initialize those vectors to be Os. So, the total run-
w 

ning time for the preprocessing is 0 (m 2 +r m11 ~ I). The space needed is 0 <f m11 ~ I). 
w w 

6.3 The Algorithm for Limited Expressions 

We now show how to adapt the previous algorithm to solve the approximate pattern 

matching for limited expressions. (Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [BYG89] showed how to 

handle only substitutions by essentially counting k of them with a log2k size counter, but 

they did not handle insertions or deletions.) We will extend the algorithm to handle reg

ular expressions in the next section. 

6.3.1 The Basic Algorithm 

For simplicity of description, let's assume that the pattern is a fixed string for now. We 

will describe how to handle "don't care symbol", "class character", "wild card symbol", 

"complement symbol", and "range character" later. 

We start with a very simple case: only one insertion is allowed into the pattern at 

any position. In other words, we want to find all intervals of size at most m + 1 in the 

text that contain the pattern as a subsequence. We define the V and S arrays as before, 

but now we have two possibilities for each prefix match. We can have an exact match 

or a match with one insertion. Therefore, we introduce another array, denoted by vj, 
which indicates all possible matches up to aj with at most one insertion. More precisely, 
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v) [i] = 1 if the first i characters of the pattern match i of the last i + 1 characters up to j in 

the text. If we can maintain both V and V I then we can find all matches with at most 

one insertion: Vj[m] = 1 indicates that there is an exact match and V) [m] = 1 indicates 

that there is a match with at most one insertion (sometimes both will equal to 1 at the 

same time). 

The transition for the V array is the same as before. We need only to specify the 

transition for V I • There are two cases for a match with at most one insertion of the first 

i characters of P up to aj+l: 

11. There is an exact match of the first i characters up to aj. In this case, inserting aj+l 

at the end of the exact match creates a match with one insertion. 

12. There is a match of the first i -1 characters up to aj with one insertion AND 

aj+l =bj • In this case, the insertion is somewhere inside the pattern and not at the 

end. 

Case 11 can be handled by just copying the value of V[i] to Vl[i] and case 12 can be 

handled with a right shift of VI and an AND operation with Sj in which case the value 

of VI [i] will be 1 since VI [i -1] = 1 and SaJ+1 [i] = 1. So, to compute V) we need one 

additional shift (the shift of V is done already), one AND operation and one OR opera

tion. An example (with the same pattern and text as the example for the exact match

ing), is given in Figure 6.2. 

Consider now allowing one deletion from the pattern (and no insertions). We will 

define V, VI (which now indicates one deletion), and S as before. There are again two 

cases for a match with at most one deletion of the first i characters of P up to aj+l: 

a a b a a c a a b a c a b a a b a a c a a b a c a b 

a 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

a 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

b 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

a 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

V VI 

Figure 6.2: An example for approximate matching with one insertion. 
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01. There is an exact match of the first i-I characters up to aj+l (which is indicated by 

the new value of the V array Vj+l [i -1]). This case corresponds to deleting bj and 

matching the first i-I characters. 

02. There is a match of the first i-I characters up to aj with one deletion AND 

aj+l =bj • In this case, the deletion is somewhere inside the pattern and not at the 

end. 

Case 02 is handled as before (it is exactly the same), and case 01 is handled by a right 

shift of the new value of Vj +1• 

Finally let's consider a substitution. That is, we allow replacing one character of P 

with one character of T. (We can achieve substitution with one deletion and one inser

tion, but in many cases we want substitution to count as only one error.) We again have 

two cases: 

S 1. There is an exact match of the first i-I characters up to aj This case corresponds to 

substituting aj+l with bj (whether or not they are equal- the equality will be indi

cated in V) and matching the first i-I characters. 

S2. There is a match of the first i-I characters up to aj with one substitution and 

aj+l =bj • In this case, the substitution is somewhere inside the pattern and not at 

the end. 

Case S2 is again the same. Case SI corresponds to looking at Vj[i-I] as opposed to 

looking at Vj+l [i -1] in case 01. Still very few operations cover one substitution as 

well. 

We are now ready to consider the general case of up to k errors, where an error can 

be either an insertion, a deletion, or a substitution (the Levenshtein or the edit-distance 

measure). For convenience, we denote array Vas VO. Overall, instead of one additional 

VI array, we will maintain k additional arrays Vi, V2, ... , Vk, such that array Vd stores 

all possible matches with up to d errors. We need to determine the transition from array 

vj to vj+l' for all d, 0 ~ d ~ k. There are 4 possibilities for obtaining a match of the first 

i characters with ~ d errors up to aj+l: 

1. There is a match of the first i-I characters with ~d errors up to aj and aj+l =bj • 

This case corresponds to matching aj+l' 
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2. There is a match of the first i-I characters with S d -1 errors up to a j. This case 

corresponds to substituting aj+l. 

3. There is a match of the first i-I characters with Sd-l errors up to aj+l. This case 

corresponds to deleting bi• 

4. There is a match of the first i characters with S d -1 errors up to a j. This case 

corresponds to inserting aj+l. 

Let's assume that aj+l = Sc. Overall, we have the following expression for vj+l: 
vg = 11..100 ... 000 d ones. 

v1+1 = Rshlft[vj] AND Sc OR Rshlft[vj-l] OR Rshlft[vj:;f] OR vj-l 

= Rshlft[vj] AND Sc OR Rshlft[vj-l OR vj:;l] OR vj-l. (6.2) 

Since every entry of the array Vd , 0 S d S k, can be represented by a bit and all the 

operations on wentries can be computed in parallel, we call our algorithm Bit-Parallel 

Approximate Pattern Matching Algorithm. Overall, we have a total of two shifts, one 

AND, and three DRs for each Vd• There are k+ 1 arrays, so, the total amount of work is 

o (n (k+ 1». An important feature of this algorithm is that it can be relatively easily 

extended to several more complicated patterns as well as allowing some constraints in 

the matching. We will discuss those extensions in section 6.3.3. 

6.3.2 An Improvement to the Main Algorithm 

If the number of errors is small compared to the size of the pattern, then we can improve 

the running time sometimes by what we call the partition approach. Suppose again that 

the pattern P is of size m and that at most k errors are allowed. Let r = L k: 1 J. We par

tition Pinto k+ 1 disjoint blocks P 1> P 2, ••. , Pk+1> each of size ~ r. In other words, 

PI =b 1b 2 ••• br> ... , Pj=bU-1)r+1 ... bjr. By a pigeonhole principle, we have the 

following lemma. 

Lemma 6.1: Let X be a string of size between m - k to m + k. if P matches X with 

at most k errors, then one of the Pi'S must be matched exactly inside X. 

Proof: If none of Pi'S is matched exactly, then every block will introduce at least 

one error in the matching, which sums up to k+ 1 errors. 
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D 

The approximate matching can now be done in the following way. We can search 

for all Pj'S at the same time (we discuss how to do that in the next paragraph) and, if one 

of them matches, then we check the whole pattern directly (using the algorithm in previ

ous section) but only within a neighborhood of distance m from the position of the 

match. 

When looking for an exact match, there is no need to maintain all k of the Vd vec

tors. (Those data structures are maintained only when we are matching the whole pat

tern against a candidate area that contains an exact match of one of the sub-patterns Pi.) 

This scheme will run fast if the number of exact matches to anyone of the Pj ' s is not too 

high. The number of such matches depends on many factors including the size of the 

alphabet, the actual text, and the values of rand m. For example, if r = 1, then there will 

be many matches (which may make this scheme not useful). On the other hand, if r = 3, 

m = 12 (which implies k = 3), the alphabet size is 26, and the text is uniformly random 

(Le., each character appears with the same probability), the expected number of matches 

of any of the Pj ' s is about 0.02% of the time. In this case, it is obviously advantageous 

to search for exact matches and use the approximate scheme only on the rare occasions 

where a candidate is found. The running time in this case is essentially the same as the 

running time of an exact search. Experiments using this partition scheme for different 

alphabet sizes are given in Section 6.5. 

The main advantage of this scheme is that the algorithm for exact matching 

presented in section 6.2 can be adapted in an elegant way to support it. We illustrate the 

idea with an example. Suppose that the pattern is ABCDEFOHIJKL (m = 12) and k = 3. 

We divide the pattern into k+l =4 blocks: ABC, DEF, OHI, and JKL. We need to find 

whether any of them appears in the text. We create one combined pattern by interleav

ing the 4 blocks: ADOJBEHKCFIL. We then maintain the vector V as usual for this 

interleaved pattern, and build a S vector according to the new formed pattern. The only 

difference is that, instead of shifting by one in each step, we shift by four! There is a 

match if any of the last four bits is 1. (When we shift we need to fill the first four posi

tions with 1 's, or better yet, use shift-OR.) Thus, the match for all blocks can be done 

exactly the same way as regular matches and it takes essentially the same running time. 
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6.3.3 Extensions 

An important feature of our algorithm is its flexibility. In addition to asking about a sin

gle string, the algorithm supports range of characters (e.g., "0-9"), complements (e.g., 

everything except blank), arbitrary sets of characters (e.g., {a,e,i,o,u}), don't care sym

bol (which matches any symbol in the alphabet) unlimited "wild cards", and combina

tions of the above. Searching for several patterns at the same time is also possible, 

although the size of the pattern becomes the sum of the sizes of the different patterns 

(and might thus require more than one word to represent). Matching with some con

straints can be achieved too. The user may specify certain part of the pattern to be 

exactly matched, or assign different costs to different types of errors such that certain 

kinds of errors are prohibited or made less likely to occur in the matching. 

The algorithm can also be extended to handle regular expressions. We will discuss 

regular expressions in section 6.4. 

6.3.3.1 Sets of Characters 

Replacing one character with a set of allowable characters is very easy to achieve with 

this algorithm (as was shown by Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [BYG89]). Let the pattern be 

a limited expression P = 1112 ... ,lp' where Ii, l~i~p is a literal. (A literal is a set of 

symbols from l;, see chapter 2 for definition.) The only thing we have to do to handle a 

limited expression is to modify the preprocessing in generating the characteristic vec

tors. For each symbol Cf E l; we construct a bit vector Sa of size p such that S a[r] = I if 

CfE 1,. For example, let the pattern be "[stp].[aeiou][mnp][aeu][Aa-z]". The characteris

tic vector for a is Sa = "011010" and the characteristic vector for A is SA = "110001". 

The rest of the algorithm remains the same. 

6.3.3.2 Wild Cards 

Sometimes, we may want to indicate that we allow an unbounded number of characters 

to appear in the middle of the pattern (or even do it several times in the middle of the 

pattern). We use "#" to represent the unlimited wild card symbol. For example, PI #P 2 

means a pattern that starts with PI, followed by any number of arbitrary characters, and 

ends with P2. This case requires modifying the algorithm slightly. Let the pattern be 

P = 1112 ... lp, and assume that the positions of '#' are after the characters Ii I ' li
2

, ••• , Ii,. 
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(There is no reason to have two #'s in a row.) Let S# be a bit array that has 1 in exactly 

the positions i 1, i 2, ... , is. The effect of putting a '#' following Ii can be defined as fol

lows. If we are scanning aj and we find a match with up to d errors that ends at Ii. then 

later when we scan art for any r > j. we can start matching ar to li+1 no matter how 

many characters we skipped. In other words. if at some point there is a match up to hi 

then this match is always valid later on (because all the characters later on can be con

sidered as part of the ,#.). 

We can adjust the algorithm for this case as follows. At each step. we apply the 

regular algorithm to compute all the V arrays. That is. we compute vJ. V) • ...• VJ using 

(6.2). Then. for each i. 1 ~ i ~ k. we set vj = vj OR [Vj-1 AND S#l. This step 

corresponds to the action "if at any point. there is a 1 entry in Vi AND S#. then this 

entry should remain 1 from now on .•• 

6.3.3.3 Unknown Number of Errors 

In some cases. we do not know the number of errors a-priori. We would like to find all 

occurrences of the pattern with the minimal number of errors possible. The algorithm 

can be extended to this case by a binary search on the number of errors as follows. We 

first try to find the pattern with no errors. If we are unsuccessful. we try with one error. 

then with three errors. then with 7 errors. and so on. essentially doubling the number of 

errors (and adding one) at each attempt. If tHe number of errors turns out to be k. then 

the running time will be 0 (1 . n + 2 . n + 4 . n + . .. + 2b . n). where 2b is the first power 

of 2 greater than k. In the worst case. we perform 4 times as many operations as we 

would have had we known k (in most cases. the factor is actually 2 or 3). This is not 

desirable. but not prohibitive. 

6.3.3.4 Mixed Exact/Approximate Matching 

Sometimes we do not want to allow parts of the pattern to have errors. For example. we 

may look for license plate ABCI23. and we know that the letters are correct but the 

numbers may have one error in them. We denote this pattern by <ABC>123. We can 

modify the algorithm to shield parts of the pattern from having any errors in them. Let's 

assume that I is the set of indices in the pattern where no error is allowed. and let M be a 
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masking array (of size p) that has a 0 in the indices of I and a 1 otherwise. We would 

like to modify (6.2) such that insertions, deletions, and substitutions can only occur out

side of I. This is done by masking these cases with M. The expression in (6.2) is 
changed to 

V'f+l = [RShijt[V'j] AND ScJ OR [ [ Rshijt[V'j-l OR V'j:;l] OR V'j-1J AND MJ (6.3) 

6.3.3.5 Non-Uniform Costs 

The edit distance measure, defined in section 6.2, assumes that insertions, deletions, and 

substitutions all have the same cost. But in some cases, we may know that certain errors 

are less likely to happen than other errors, or even not allowed to happen. We can 

achieve this effect by setting different cost to different types of errors (but in a limited 

way in that the error cost must be an integer). The algorithm can be extended to the case 

where each operation has a different cost. We illustrate this extension with an example. 

Suppose that substitutions cost 1, but insertions and deletions costs 3 each. Insertions 

and deletions are handled in cases 4 and 3 (see section 6.3.2). Insertions contribute the 

OR of '1-1 and deletions contribute the OR of Rshift [0+{ ] (6.2). We would like them 

to cost 3 times as much. In other words, a deletion or insertion that leads to a match with 

d errors should come from a match with d-3 errors. This can be achieved by simply 

replacing the d-l in both expressions with d-3. This modification is very simple and it 

does not add to the time complexity. However, unlike all the other extensions where the 

overhead in practical running time is very small, this extension does increase the practi

cal running time substantially. This is because the array indexing becomes more com

plicated than the basic algorithm in the implementation. 

6.3.3.6 A Set of Patterns 

If we have several patterns and we want to find all occurrences of any of them, then we 

can either search them one at a time or together. The advantage of searching for all of 

them together is that it can be done in one scan (and in one command). Suppose that we 

are looking for PI> P2 , ••• , Pro We concatenate all the patterns and put them in one array 

(using as many words as needed), and apply the algorithm on that array with the follow

ing modifications. Let M be a bit array of the size of the combined pattern, and let bit i 
be 1 if and only if i corresponds to the first character of any of the patterns. For each 
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S E ~, we build two bit arrays. The first, Ss is identical with the one described in section 

2. It is used to detennine if a match occurs. The second array S's = Ss AND M. It indi

cates whether s is the first character of any pattern. If so, then we must start the match at 

that pattern: we do not want to depend on the end of the previous pattern. Thus, after we 

compute Vj' we OR it with S's (where s =aj). We compute the rest of the R arrays as 

before, except that in each step we OR them to a special mask that sets the first d bits in 

V d of each separate pattern to 1; this allows d initial errors in each pattern. (This is not 

the most efficient way to solve this problem, but it's reasonably simple.) This case is a 

special case of patterns as regular expressions, which we will discuss in section 6.4. 

6.3.3.7 Long Patterns 

Suppose that the pattern occupies several words and that it is a limited expression. The 

algorithm proceeds in the same fashion by computing the Vd arrays for all words. How

ever, unless the number of errors is large, the first part of the pattern that occupy the first 

word of the bit array will not match the text quite often. If there is no match with k 

errors starting after position r of the pattern, then there is no need to maintain the V 

arrays corresponding to positions larger than r (their values will be 0). Thus, most of the 

time there will be no need to maintain the Vd arrays for the right side of the pattern. We 

only need to be alerted when the last bit of the last V d array that we maintain gets the 

value of 1. In that case, we start maintaining the V d arrays for the next part of the pat

tern. This improvement works only for single pattern and not for sets of strings or regu

lar expressions. 

6.3.3.8 Very Large Alphabets 

Sometimes the alphabet is very large. For example, the pattern can be a segment of a 

program which we want to find inside a large program. Instead of counting each text 

character as a character in the pattern, we may wish to count each line as a character 

(this is done, for example, in the program diffwhich is used to compare files). The prob

lem we have with large alphabets is that the preprocessing stage, where all the Ss arrays 

are constructed, will take too long and require too much space (the set of all possible 

program lines is, for all practical purposes, infinite). However, we can use hashing to 

map the alphabet to a reasonable size. We first decide the hashing table size, which 
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should be large enough to avoid many collisions but not too large so that we can afford 

the space (e.g., 1024). The alphabet becomes the set of integers from 1 to the table size. 

The algorithm is applied to the hash values. At the end, all matches should be checked 

again, however, to remove matchings that result from collisions. We do not support, at 

this time, large alphabets in agrep. 

6.3.4 Analysis 

We use p to denote the number of literals in the pattern and m to denote the size of the 

pattern. Note that p can be much smaller than m. (If the pattern is a fixed string, then 

p =m.) First, we analyze the space complexity. For every symbol in the alphabet, we 

need a bit vector of size p; the space needed is therefore 0 (P I I: I). For those symbols 

that appear in the pattern, it takes 0 (m) time to build the vector. For those symbols that 

do not appear in the pattern, it takes 0 ( f Pi) time to initialize those vectors to be Os. 
w 

So, the total running time for the preprocessing is bounded by 0 (m I I: I ). 

During the matching process, the algorithm spends 0 (kf.E.:j) steps per character, 
w 

where w is the size of a computer word. So, the total text processing time is 0 (nkf.E.:J ). 
w 

We assume a unit-cost RAM model, in which addressing in an o (n)-size memory can 

be done in constant time. In such a model, which holds in most practical situations, 

w ~ log2n. So, in terms of n, p, and k, our algorithm has time complexity 0 (nkf -LI 1). 
ogn 

As we described in section 6.3.3.7, when the pattern is long we don't have to main

tain every constituent word of the bit vectors all the time, we only have to maintain up to 

the word which contains a 1 in Vk• The following expected time complexity is valid 

only for fixed string pattern. By [CL92], the expected number of rows to be computed 

in the dynamic programming table is 0 (k). By a same argument, the expected number 

of bits in the bit vectors Vk to be maintained is 0 (k). This means that during the com-

putation, we only have to maintain, in expectation, 0 <r ~ ) words per bit vector Vd
, 

W 

O:$; d :$; k. So, the expected time complexity of the algorithm is 0 (nkf.!:J). Unless k is 
w 

large, the practical running time of the algorithm is 0 (nk). 
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6.4 The Algorithm for Regular Expressions 

In this section, we show how to extend the bit-parallel algorithm to solve the approxi

mate regular expression matching problem. 

We first show how to extend the algorithm to solve the exact regular expression 

matching problem. (The original algorithm by Baeza-Yates and Gonnet did not cover 

regular expressions.) Once we know how to solve the exact regular expression matching 

problem, the approximate regular expression matching problem becomes a simple exten

sion. 

Let R = "ba (ba I bb) *bac" be a regular expression. As described in Chapter 4, we 

can build an NFA for recognizing strings that belong to L(R). Unlike chapter 4, how

ever, we do not use Thompson's algorithm for constructing the NFA. We use 

McNaughton and Yamada's [MY60] algorithm for constructing an NFA. Such an NFA 

has the following properties: 1) There are no £ edges in the machine, 2) the number of 

nodes in the machine equals the number of literals in the regular expression plus 1 (for 

the start state). 

We will show how to implement such an NFA by the bit-parallel algorithm. We 

label the literal nodes by integers in increasing order from left to right. Such labels are 

used to indicate the position a literal resides in the regular expression ignoring the opera

tor symbols. Following the algorithm described in section 3.9 of [ASU86], we construct 

a jollowpos function from the regular expression. A jollowpos function is a relation 

defined on the set of positions. If i is a position, then jollowpos (0 is the set of positions 

j such that there is some input string belonging to L (R) where i matches a symbol whose 

succeeding symbol in the string is matched by j. Like the jollowpos function we can 

build a precedepos function in the reverse direction (Le., i is in precedepos U) if j is in 

jollowpos (i).) (The precedepos relation is used only for describing the concept, it's not 

used in the algorithm.) Using such a jollowpos function, we can build an NFA with 

every node in the machine representing a position in the regular expression. There is an 

edge from node i to j if j e jollowpos (i), and the edge is labeled by the literal in j. Fig

ure 6.3 shows the NFA and the jollowpos function for R. 

Note that we can also build an NFA for a limited expression. The difference is that 

the jollowpos function for a limited expression is such that jollowpos (i) is always i + 1, 

so when we implement the NFA using the bit vector approach, we can always use 



R = ba(ba/bb)*bac 

b 

Followpos funcUon table 

I followpos{/) 

o 1 
1 2 
235 7 
3 4 
435 7 
5 6 
635 7 
7 8 
8 9 
9 

Figure 6.3 the NFA and the Jollowpos function for "ba(balbb)*bac". 
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shift-right operation to realize the Jollowpos function. For a general regular expression 
the Jollowpos is much more complicated and we have to use a different scheme. 

Now we describe how to use such an NFA to match a string belonging to L(R). At 
every time instance, we scan one input symbol G. The start state always generates a 

token and forwards it along the outgoing edges that match the current input character. 
For every state other than the start state, if it contains a token at previous time instance, 
it forwards the token along the outgoing edges that match the input character. A token 
at a state i means that there exists a path (which may contain cycles) from the start state 

to state i. The labels along such a path spell the currently scanned substring which par
tially matches the regular expression up to position i of the regular expression. If there 

is a token in the accepting state then we have found a match. 
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For example, let the input string be IIbababababacll
• Figure 6.4.(a) depicts the 

configuration of the machine at time t3 after the second 'b' is scanned. Figure 6.4.(b) 

depicts the configuration of the machine at time t 4 after the second' a' is scanned. 

Following the approach in 6.2 we use a bit array V to represent the configuration of 

the machine such that Vj[i] = 1 if there is a token in node i at time tj otherwise Vj[i] =0. 

Our goal is to maintain the bit array in an efficient way. We can modify recurrence (6.1) 

to adapt to the case of a regular expression as follows: 

Initially, Vo[i] = 0 for all i, 1 ~ i ~m; Vj[O] = 1 for allj, 1 ~ i ~n. . _ {I if q, q e precedepos(i) , Vj[q] = 1 and bi =aj+l 

Vj+l [l] - 0 otherwise 

T = bababababac 

b 

b 
b 

b 

Figure 6.4. An example of the NFA transition. 

(6.4) 
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Conceptually, we want to build a function NExr, which, given a bit array V, will 

produce a bit array V' such that VU] = 1 if and only if V [precedepos U)] = 1. For exam

ple, let V3 = '1101010100' (a bit array representing the configuration of the NFA in Fig

ure 6.4.(a)); then NExr(V3) = '1110101010'. With such aNExrfunction we can main

tain the bit array V the way we did in section 6.2 except that a shift-right operation is 

now replaced by a NEXT function. I.e., 

(6.5) 

where SaJ+1 is the characteristic vector for the current scanned character aj+l. Continu

ing the above example, we can obtain V 4 by using the above equation. Since Sa = 

'1010100010', 2 V4 = NExr[V3] AND '1010100010' = '1110101010' AND 

, 1010100010' = ' 1010100010'. 

If the number of literals, p, of the regular expression is small, we can generate such 

a NEXT function table in the preprocessing stage, such that we can look up the NEXT 

function table in constant time during scanning the text. (Conceptually, the NEXT func

tion is used to move all the tokens forward in the machine assuming that every edge is 

matched, and the characteristic vector S a is used to mask out the tokens in those nodes 

where the incoming edges are not matched by current input character). 

Now we describe how to generate the NExr function table in the preprocessing 

(assuming that the size of the regular expression is small). For every possible bit pattern 

V = b 1b2 ••• ,bp , we compute its next bit pattern NEXT(V) as follows. Initially set 

NEXT(V) = '0000···0'. For every i such that bj = 1, build a bit vector X such that 

XU] = 1 if j E Jollowpos (i), XU] =0 otherwise. Once X is built, we OR it to NEXT(V). 

Obviously, the NEXT function table can be addressed by the current bit vector V when 

we do the transition in recurrence 6.4. 

The problem with the above approach is that when p is not very small, for example 

p = 21, then the cost to generate the NEXT function table is too high (there will be 221 

entries in the table). We can solve this problem by the technique used in chapter 3, and 

4. We simulate the large NExr function by some sub-NEXT functions. We decompose 

the bit vector into g =f 11;,1 p 1 segments 01002, .. .,0g. For each segment OJ, we 
20g2n 

Z Nole that Ihe leading bit is always ON 10 make the start slale always ON. 
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build its NEXT function and call it NEXT;. The way to generate NEXT; is the same as 

the way we generate the global NEXT function except that NEXT; takes as input a bit 

vector of size lhlog n and output a vector of size p. With the sub-NEXT functions 

NEXT;, 1::;; i ::;;g, the global NEXT function can be simulated by combining NEXT;'s as 

follows: If current bit vector is V, then NEXT(V) = 
NEXT 1 (Gl) OR NEXT2(G2) OR ... OR NEXTg(Gg), where V=G 1G2'" Gg. 

The extension to approximate matching is now straightforward. The only thing we 

have to do is to replace the shift-right operation in (6.2) with NEXT function (or a com

bination of NEXT; functions if p is larger than log n). The rest of the algorithm remains 

the same, and the preprocessing is the same as the preprocessing for the exact regular 

expression matching. 

Now we analyze the time and space complexity of the algorithm. In the prepro

cessing we need to generate r 1 I P 1 sub-NEXT function tables. Each sub-NEXT func
Y20gn 

tion needs 0 (ihlogn) = 0 (n Ih) entries. Each entry needs r.2:] words. So the total space 
w 

2 
needed is bounded by 0 (n Ih ~l + p I:E I). The time needed for generating an entry in 

ogn 

the sub-NEXT function table is 0 (log nr.2:] ), so the total preprocessing time needed is 
w 

3 

o (n Ih ~ + p I:E I). The time to process an input character is 0 (kr l/;. t l' r.E:J ). 
w 20gn w 

The total time scanning the input text string is thus bounded by 0 (nk( -I P )2). For 
ogn 

small patterns where p ::;; W, the running time becomes 0 (nkr ---L.:.I 1). 
ogn 

In the implementation of the algorithm in agrep, we chose the segment size to be 

16. When the size of the vector is larger than 16 we use two tables to simulate the 

NEXT function table. (agrep allows up to 32 literals in the regular expression.) 

6.5 Experimental Results 

We implemented our algorithm described in section 6.3.2 (it was included in version 1.0 

of agrep) and tested them against two 0 (nk) expected time algorithms, one by Ukkonen 

[Uk85a] and the other one by Galil and Park [GP90] (labeled MN2; the program was 

provided to us by W. I. Chang), which is basect on another technique by Ukkonen 
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[Uk85b]. The last algorithm was found by Chang and Lawler [CL90] to be the fastest 

among the algorithms they tested. All tests were run on a SUN SparcStation II running 

UNIX. The main algorithm plus most of the extensions (including the approximate reg

ular expression matching) are implemented in the software tool agrep, and the perfor

mance of the algorithms will be shown in next chapter. The numbers given here should 

be taken with caution. From our experience, any such results depend on the architec

ture, the operating system, and the compiler used. 

We used random text (of size 1,000,000) and pattern (of size 20), and two different 

alphabet sizes. Since we use the idea of partitioning the pattern, the size of the alphabet 

makes a big difference. A large alphabet leads to very few accidental exact matches, 

thus the running time is essentially the same as the one for exact matching. A small 

alphabet leads to many matches and the algorithm's performance degrades. The case of 

binary alphabet serves as the worst case for this purpose. Results are shown in Table 6.1. 

agrep MN2 Uk85a 

~=2 ~=30 ~=2 ~=30 ~=2 ~=30 

k=O 0.35 0.35 1.21 0.98 2.36 0.90 

k=1 0.52 0.38 3.03 2.42 5.01 2.06 

k=2 1.78 0.38 4.94 3.87 7.93 3.19 

k=3 2.56 0.39 6.68 5.33 11.80 4.38 

k=4 3.83 0.41 8.72 6.89 13.40 5.55 

k=5 4.42 0.42 10.41 8.28 15.45 6.77 

k=6 5.13 0.73 11.83 9.75 17.07 7.99 

Table 6.1: Approximate string matching of simple strings. 
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Chapter 7 

Agrep - A Fast Approximate Pattern Matching Tool 

In this chapter we present a new software tool called 'agrep', which is the first general

purpose approximate pattern matching tool in the UNIX system. We will describe the 

features and usages of agrep and present some experimental results. 

7.1 Introduction 

Searching for keywords or patterns (which might be regular expressions) in a computer 

system is a very common practice. We may be looking for certain filenames, looking 

for certain files containing some keywords, extracting lines in a file containing some pat

terns, looking for mail messages from certain people, searching for address/phone of 

some friends, etc. In some instances, however, the pattern and/or the text may not be 

exact We may not remember the exact spelling of a name we are searching, the name 

may be misspelled in the text, we may be looking for names similar to a particular name, 

etc. Approximate searching is thus desirable in practice. 

In the UNIX system, there are some software tools for general purpose pattern 

matching, like grep, egrep, and fgrep [KP84, ASU86]. They are based on different 

algorithms and are different slightly in the functions provided. Both grep and egrep are 

for matching regular expressions. grep is based on an implementation of an NFA while 

egrep is based on an implementation of a DFA. grep provides only limited regular 

expressions in that parenthesis and union symbols are not provided (it is more like the 

limited expressions defined in chapter 2). However grep provides some back-referencing 

ability. On the other hand, egrep provides more general regular expressions and is in 

general faster than grep. fgrep is used for matching a set of patterns (which have to be 

fixed strings) and is based on an algorithm by Aho and Corasick [AH75]. 

grep, egrep, and fgrep are based on an automata approach and have a linear time 

performance in practice, unless the pattern is too complicated (in which case they will 
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just quit). In 1986, Wood [W086] presented a new egrep which employs the Boyer

Moore algorithm for matching fixed-string patterns in a faster expected running time. It 

also employed the Boyer-Moore algorithm as a filter before using an automata to match 

the regular expressions. The new tool in general achieves several times speedup over 

the classical grep family when the pattern is not very short. Later, Haertel presented 

another grep-type tool called GNU e ?grep [Hae89] which also employed the Boyer

Moore filter, and combined the function of the jgrep in the same program. Recently, 

Hume at Bell-Labs implemented a new tool called gre [Hu91] which provides almost all 

the functions of the grep/egrep/jgrep in one program. Like the above mentioned two 

programs, gre also employed a Boyer-Moore filter to speed up the searching. It imple

mented the algorithm by Commentz-Walter [CW79] for matching a set of patterns, 

which is not only substantially faster than the classical jgrep but also allows very large 

pattern file. 

All the existing grep-type pattern matching tools are line-oriented in that they look 

for lines in the target files that contain a match of the pattern. None of these tools pro

vide the ability to search allowing errors. 

In this chapter, we describe a fast approximate pattern matching tool in the UNIX 

system called agrep. agrep is based on the implementation of our new algorithms 

presented in chapter 5 and 6 and a fast algorithm for matching a set of patterns described 

in [WM92]. agrep adopts a similar syntax and user interface to the grep family although 

it is not 100% compatible. agrep supports most of the functions of grep/egrep/jgrep 

and provides many more new features which make the new tool much more powerful in 

searching. The three most significant features of agrep that are not supported by the 

existing grep-type tools are 1) text searching with errors allowed, 2) record-oriented 

search, 3) AND/OR combined patterns. Other features include searching for regular 

expressions allowing errors, fast search for a set of patterns, approximate matching with 

restrictions like, allowing only certain types of errors, charging different costs to dif

ferent types of errors, and restricting certain parts of the query pattern to be exact and 

others to be approximate. agrep has been developed on a SUN Sparc II work station and 

has been successfully ported to DECstation 5000, NeXT, Sequent, HP 9000, and Silicon 

Graphics work stations. It has been publicly available by anonymous ftp from 

cs.arizona.edu since June 1991. 
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agrep SUppOrts not only a large number of options, it is also very efficient. For 

exact string matching, agrep is competitive with other fast grep-type tools like Hume's 

gre and Haertel et. al.'s GNU e?grep. For approximate keyword matching with small 

errors, agrep is very fast in practice. For example, searching for keyword "homogenos" 

allowing two errors in a bibliographical file of size 1MB takes about 0.2 seconds while 

the original egrep takes about 0.7 seconds to search for an exact matching. 

7.2 Synopsis of Agrep 

The syntax of agrep is as follows: 

"agrep [-options] (pattern I-f pattern file) [textfiles]" 

It's mandatory to give either a pattern or a -f option followed by a pattern file. The pat

tern can be a string, a limited expression, a regular expression, or a combination of mul

tiple limited expressions with AND (denoted by';') or OR (denoted by',') logic opera

tors. The pattern file is a file containing lines of strings (with no special symbols being 

interpreted). The options (which will be described briefly later) and the textfiles are 

optional. When no textfiles are given, agrep searches the standard input. 

Running agrep without giving any argument will get the following summary of fre

quently used options: 

usage: agrep [-#cdehiklnpstvwxBDGIS] [-f patternfile] pattern [files] 

summary of frequently used options: 

-#: find matches with at most # errors 

-c: output the number of matched records 

-d: define record delimiter 

-h: do not output file names 

-i: case-insensitive search, e.g., 'a' = 'A' 

-1: output the names of files that contain a match 

-n: output record prefixed by record number 

-v: output those records containing no matches 

-w: pattern has to match as a word, e.g., 'win' will not match 'wind' 
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-B: best match mode. find the closest matches to the pattern 

-G: output the files that contain a match 

In general, agrep searches for records (a record is by default a line) that contain a 

match (exactly or approximately) of the pattern (or one of the pattern strings in the pat

tern file) and output them. User can specify several files to be searched. We briefly 

describe the options in agrep that are not supported by grep, egrep, or /grep. The com

plete listing are included in appendix A-I. 

-# finds all occurrences with at most # errors (insertions, deletions, or substitutions), 

where # is a positive integer. 

-d'delim' 

delim is a user-defined symbol (or string) for record delimiter (the default is the 

new-line symbol). This enables searching paragraphs (in which case delim = 2 

new line symbols in a row) or mail messages (delim = ' .... From '). This feature 

makes agrep a record-oriented program rather than just a line-oriented program. 

-k treat the pattern as a constant string; that is, the special symbols like '[', T, ';', , .... " 
'#' are not interpreted. This option must be the last option in the command. 

-p find records in the text that contain a supersequence of the pattern. For example, 

"agrep -p DCS foo" will match "Department of Computer Science". 

-t output the record starting from the end of delim to (and including) the next delim. 

This is useful for cases where delim should come at the end of the record. 

-y used with -B option. When -y is on, agrep will always output the best matches 

without giving a prompt. 

-B best match mode. When -B is specified and no exact matches are found, agrep con

tinue to search until the closest matches (Le., the ones with minimum number of 

errors) are found, at which point the following message will be shown: "the best 

match contains x errors, there are y matches, output them? (yIn)". 

-Dc each deletion counts as c errors; c must be a positive integer; the default value of c 

is 1 

-G Output whole files that contain a match. 
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-Ie each insertion counts as c errors; c must be a positive integer; the default value of c 

is 1. 

-Sc each substitution counts as c errors; c must be a positive integer; the default value 

of cis 1. 

7.3 Using Agrep 

In this section we describe some frequent uses of agrep we have experienced. As we 

said in the introduction, the three most significant features of agrep that are not sup

ported by the grep family are 

1. the ability to search for approximate patterns 

for example, "agrep -2 Homogenos bib" will find Homogeneous as well as any 

other word that can be obtained from Homogenos with at most 2 substitutions, 

insertions, or deletions. It is possible to assign different costs to insertions, dele

tions, or substitutions. For example, "agrep -1 -12 -D2 555-3217 phone" will find 

all'numbers that differ from 555-3217 in at most one digit. The -I (-D) option sets 

the cost of insertions (deletions); in this case, setting it to 2 disallow insertions and 

deletions. 

2. agrep is record oriented rather than just line oriented 

a record is by default a line, but it can be user defined; for example, "agrep -d 

"'From ' 'pizza' mbox" outputs all mail messages that contain the keyword 

"pizza". Another example: "agrep -d '$$' pattern foo" will output all paragraphs 

(separated by an empty line) that contain pattern. 

3. AND/OR combined patterns 

For example, "agrep -d '''From' 'burger,pizza' mbox" outputs all mail messages 

containing at least one of the two keywords (',' stands for OR); "agrep -d '''From' 

'good;pizza' mbox" outputs all mail messages containing both keywords (';' 

stands for AND). 

Putting these options together one can ask queries like 

agrep -d '$$' -2 '<CACM>;TheAuthor;Curriculum;<198[5-9]>' bib-file 

which outputs all paragraphs referencing articles in CACM between 1985 and 1989 by 

TheAuthor dealing with curriculum. Two errors are allowed but they cannot be in either 
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CACM or the year (the <> brackets forbid errors in the sub-pattern between them). 

These features and several more enable users to compose complex queries rather 

easily. We give several examples of the daily use of agrep from our experience. Some 

of the uses are so frequent that we actually define an alias for each specific frequent use 

of agrep. 

7.3.1 Finding Words in a Dictionary 

The most common tool available in UNIX for finding the correct spelling of a word is 

the program look, which outputs all words in the dictionary with a given prefix. We 

have many times looked for spelling of words for which we did not know a prefix. We 

use the following alias for find word: 

alias findword agrep -i -!:2 !:l/usr/dictlweb2 

(web2 is a large collection of words, about 2.5MB long; one can use lusr/dictlwords 

instead.) For example, if one forgot the correct spelling of bureaucracy (and he/she is 

irritated enough with it not wanting to remember), "findword breacracy 2" searches for 

all occurrences of breacracy with at most two errors. (web2 contains one more match -

squireocracy). 

One can also use the -w option which matches the pattern to a complete word 

(rather than possibly a subword). In the example above, the extra match (squireocracy) 

will not be a match because with the -w option its prefix (squi) will count as 4 extra 

errors. 

With the flexibility agrep provides we can find words even if we know only some 

pieces of information about them. For example, suppose we are looking for a word 

which we only remember that it is about 12 characters long, starts with a 't', contains 

'pi' somewhere in the word (which we are sure 00, and contains approximately a pattern 

that sounds like 'sion'. We can use agrep to find the word as follows: "agrep -I 

''''<t> ........... $;sion;<pi>' lusr/dictlwords" which will output a match "transpiration". 

We can also use agrep to find words that have a certain property. For example, if 

we want to find all words with 4-7 characters, we can achieve this by one agrep com

mand: "agrep -3 -w -D4 ' .... .' lusr/dictlwords" (The -D4 prevents deletions, and the. in 

the pattern stands for any character.) 
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We end this section with a cute example, which although is not important, shows 

how flexible agrep can be. The following query finds all words in the dictionary that 

contain 5 of the first 10 letters of the alphabet in order: "agrep -5 -p 'abcdefghij' 

lusrldict/words" Try it, the answer starts with the word academia and ends with sacrile

gious; it must mean something .. 

7.3.2 Searching a Mail File 

We found that one of the most frequent uses of agrep is to search inside mail files for 

mail messages using the record option. We use the following alias (xm stands for 

'extract mail'): 

alias xm agrep -d '''From ' 

For example, suppose MAIL is a directory containing many mail folders. Suppose 

that we want to find all the mail messages that contain The mail messages we are after 

may reside in many different mail folders which are unknown to us, and the two key

words may be misspelled in the mails. (This is actually a real problem we encountered 

some years ago at which time we didn't have any good solutions.) With agrep we can 

solve this problem by a simple command as follows: (We assume that the number of 

errors is no more than 2.) 

"xm -2 -i 'environment;pollution' MAIL/* " 

7.3.3 Extracting Procedures 

It is usually possible to extract a procedure from a program by defining a procedure as a 

record and using agrep. For example, "agrep -t -d '''l' '''routine!' progl/*.c > 
routine1.c" will work assuming routines in C always end with 'l' at the beginning of a 

line (and that '''routine!' uniquely identifies that routine). One should be careful when 

dealing with other people's programs (because the conventions may not be followed). 

Other programming languages have other ways to identify the end (or beginning of a 

procedure). The -t option puts the record delimiter at the end of the record rather than at 

the beginning (which is more appropriate for mail messages, for example). 
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7.4 Experimental Results 

In this section we compare agrep to other grep-type pattern matching tools like, egrep, 

Jgrep, gre, and GNU e ?grep. We also show the performance of agrep for approximate 

matching using different patterns and textfiles. 

The experiments were performed on a SUN SparcStation II running UNIX. The 

times reported here are the averages of 50 runs and are measured by the time facility in 

UNIX. The numbers given are in seconds and only the user times are reported. Two 

text files are used, both of size 1MB, one a sub-dictionary and one a collection of biblio

graphic data. 

The experiments contain four sets of tests. The first set of tests compares agrep 

against UNIX egrep, gre and e ?grep for exact substring matching. We used 50 words of 

varying sizes from 3 to 12 as patterns and averaged the results. Table 1 reports the test 

result of test 1. As can be seen the original egrep is several times slower than the other 

three programs. This is because all other programs use Boyer-Moore type algorithms. 

agrep gre gnu-egrep egrep 

0.09 0.11 0.11 0.79 

Table 1: Exact matching of simple strings. 

Table 2 shows results of searching for a set of keywords. We run two different 

tests. In the first test, we used the same 50 words that are used in table 1 as our pattern 

file and use the 1MB sub-dictionary as our text. In the second test, we used 20 separate 

titles (each of two words long) as our pattern and use a 1MB bibliographic file as our 

text. 

pattern agrep gre gnu-egrep fgrep 

50 words 1.15 2.57 6.11 8.13 

20 titles 0.18 0.71 1.53 5.64 

Table 2: Exact matching of multi patterns. 

Table 3 shows typical running times for approximate string matching. Two pat

terns were used 'matching' and 'string matching', and each one was tested with 1,2, and 
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3 errors (denoted by k). We don't have suitable programs to compare to. 

pattern k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 

'string matching' 0.26 0.55 0.76 

'matching' 0.22 0.66 1.14 

Table 3: Approximate matching of simple strings. 

Table 4 shows typical running times for more complicated patterns, including regu

lar expressions. agrep does not yet use any Boyer-Moore type filtering for these pat

terns. As a result, the running times are slower that they are for simpler patterns. The 

best algorithm we know for approximate matching to arbitrary regular expressions is by 

Myers and Miller [MM89]. Its running times for the cases we tested were substantially 

slower than our algorithm, but this is not a fair test, because Myers and Miller's algo

rithm can handle more general cost and its running time is independent of the number of 

errors (which makes it competitive with or better than ours if the number of errors is 

very large). 

pattern k=O k=1 k=2 k=3 

<Hom>ogenious 0.53 1.10 1.42 1.74 

JACM; 1981; Graph 0.53 1.10 1.43 1.75 

Prob#tic; AIgo#m 0.55 1.10 1.42 1.76 

<[CJ]ACM>; Prob#tic; trees 0.54 1.11 1.43 1.75 

«[23]>\-[23]*I<B». * <Tr>ees 0.66 1.53 2.19 2.83 

Table 4: Approximate matching of complicated patterns. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

In this chapter we summarize our contributions and discuss possible future work. 

8.1 Summary of Contributions 

In this thesis we studied some approximate pattern matching problems. In general, we 

were looking for substrings inside a text that match a given pattern with no more than k 

errors, where k is a pre-determined integer. We considered three types of patterns, sim

ple strings, limited expressions, and regular expressions. We also considered con

strained approximate matching where different types of errors may be assigned different 

costs, and some portion of the pattern may be restricted to have no errors. 

We designed some new algorithms for approximate pattern matching and imple

mented a general purpose approximate pattern searching tool called agrep based on 

some of our new algorithms. 

In chapter 3 we presented a new sub-quadratic algorithm for k-difference approxi

mate string matching problem. The algorithm is based on a Four Russian technique and 

a universal automata. Our algorithm has the same worst case running time, 

o (n + Inm ), as Masek and Patterson's algorithm. Our approach works even if the size 
ogn 

of the alphabet is infinite. We also improve the algorithm to be of 0 (n + 1 nk ) 
ogn 

expected running time, which is a log-factor improvement over Ukkonen's O(nk) 

expected time algorithm [Uk85a]. 

In chapter 4 we presented a new algorithm for approximate regular expression pat

tern matching with time complexity 0 (I nm ). This is the first sub-quadratic time 
ogk+2n 

algorithm for this problem. We first derive a dynamic recurrence for solving the prob

lem in 0 (nm) time. We then use u Four Russian technique, similar to the one used in 
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chapter 3, with a refinement of the partition technique used in [My88], to improve the 

the time complexity to be 0 (1 nm ). 
ogk+2n 

In chapter 5 we presented a fast algorithm for finding k-difference matches in 

expected time complexity 0 (nk log III m ), assuming that k is bounded by 0 ( 1 m ). 
m oglIlm 

The algorithm is based on a variation of the Boyer-Moore technique which we call 

'block shifting'. 

In chapter 6 we presented a new algorithm for solving approximate limited expres

sion matching and approximate regular expression matching. The algorithm is based on 

a numerical approach called 'shift-OR' algorithm by Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [BYG89] 

for exact pattern matching. The algorithm is very efficient and very flexible. It allows 

extensions like matching several patterns simultaneously, non-uniform costs, and mixed 

exact/approximate matching. It is the main algorithm in the implementation of agrep. 

In chapter 7 we presented agrep, the software tool for approximate pattern match

ing. agrep is fast and flexible. The three most distinguished features that are not pro

vided in the existing grep-type tools are 1) text searching with errors allowed, 2) 

record-oriented search, 3) AND/OR combined patterns. Other features include search

ing for regular expressions allowing errors, fast search for a set of patterns, approximate 

matching with restrictions like, allowing only certain types of errors, charging different 

costs to different types of errors, restricting certain parts of the query pattern to be exact 

and others to be approximate, etc. 

8.2 Future Work 

We plan to build a library for approximate pattern matching based on agrep such that 

tools like editors, shells, and mailers can incorporate the approximate matching capabil

ityeasily. We are also developing a new tool (based on agrep) called afind [WFM92] 

for locating files in the UNIX file system. 

The overall success of agrep shows that our new algorithms are efficient, flexible, 

and of practical use. Because of the flexibility and efficiency of our algorithms we 

believe that they will be used in more software tools and the approximate matching 

capability will become more common. 
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Appendix A-1: Manual of Agrep 

NAME 
agrep - search a file for a string or regular expression, 
with approximate matching capabilities 

SYNOPSIS 
agrep [ -#cdehiklnpstvwxBDGIS ]. pattern [ -f patternfile ] [ 
filename ... ] 

DESCRIPTION 
agrep searches the input filenames (standard input is the 
default, but see a warning under LIMITATIONS) for records 
containing strings which either exactly or approximately 
match a pattern. A record is by default a line, but it can 
be defined differently using the -d option (see below). 
Normally, each record found is copied to the standard out
put. Approximate matching allows finding records that con
tain the pattern with several errors including substitu
tions, insertions, and deletions. For example, Massechusets 
matches Massachusetts with two errors (one SUbstitution and 
one insertion). Running agrep -2 Massechusets foo outputs 
all lines in foo containing any string with at most 2 errors 
from Massechusets. 

agrep supports many kinds of queries including arbitrary 
wild cards, sets of patterns, and in general, regular 
expressions. See PATTERNS below. It supports most of the 
options supported by the grep family plus several more (but 
it is not 100% compatible with grep). For more information 
on the algorithms used by agrep see Wu and Manb~r, "Fast 
Text Searching With Errors,lI Technical report 191-11, 
Department of Computer Science, University of Arizona, June 
1991 (available by anonymous ftp from cs.arizona.edu in 
agrep/agrep.ps.1), and Wu and Manber, IIAgrep -- A Fast 
Approximate Pattern Searching ToollI, To appear in USENIX 
Conference 1992 January (available by anonymous ftp from 
cs.arizona.edu in agrep/agrep.ps.2). 

As with the rest of the grep family, the characters '$', 
, ", , ' *' , , [' , '] , , \ "", \ I " \ (', \ ) " \ 1 " and \ \ ' can 
cause unexpected results when included in the pattern, as 
these characters are also meaningful to the shell. To avoid 
these problems, one should always enclose the entire pattern 
argument in single quotes, i.e., 'pattern'. Do not use dou
ble quotes (II). 

When agrep is applied to more than one input file, the name 
of the file is displayed precedlng each line which matches 
the pattern. The filename is not displayed when processing 
a single file, so if you actually want the filename to 
appear, use /dev/null as a second file in the list. 
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# is a non-negative integer (at most 8) specifying the 
maximum number of errors permitted in finding the 
approximate matches (defaults to zero). Generally, 
each insertion, deletion, or substitution counts as one 
error. It is possible to adjust the relative cost of 
insertions, deletions and substitutions (see -I -D and 
-S options) . 

Display only the count of matching records. 

-d 'delim' 
Define delim to be the separator between two records. 
The default value is '$', namely a record is by default 
a line. delim can be a string of size at most 8 (with 
possible use of ~ and $), but not a regular expression. 
Text between two delim's, before the first delim, and 
after the last delim is considered as one record. For 
example, -d '$$' defines paragraphs as records and -d 
'~From' defines mail messages as records. agrep 
matches ~ach record separately. This option does not .J 

currently work with regular expressions. 

-e pattern 
Same as a simple pattern argument, but useful when the 
pattern begins with a '-'. 

-f patternfile 
patternfile contains a set of (simple) patterns. The 
output is all lines that match at least one of the pat
terns in patternfile. Currently, the -f option works 
only for exact match and for simple patterns (any meta 
symbol is interpreted as a regular character); it is 
compatible only with -c, -h, -i, -1, -s, -v, -w, and -x 
options. see LIMITATIONS for size bounds. 

-h Do not display filenames. 

-i Case-insensitive search - e.g., "A" and' "a" are con
sidered equivalent. 

-k No symbol in the pattern is treated as a meta charac
ter. For example, agrep -k 'a(blc)*d' foo will find the 
occurrences of a(blc)*d in foo whereas agrep 'a(blc)*d' 
foo will find substrings in foo that match the regular 
expression 'a(blc)*d'. 

-1 List only the files that contain a match. This option 
is useful for looking for -files containing a certain 
pattern. For example, " agrep -1 'wonderful' *" will 
list the names of those files in current directory that 
contain the word 'wonderful'. 
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-n Each line that is printed is prefixed by its record 
number in the file. 

-p Find records in the text that contain a super sequence 
of the pattern. For example, 
agrep -p DCS foo will match "Department of Computer 

Science." 

-s Work silently, that is, display nothing except error 
messages. This is useful for checking the error 
status. 

-t Output the record starting from the end of delim to 
(and including) the next delim. This is useful for 
cases where delim should come at the end of the record. 

-v Inverse mode - display only those records that 
contain the pattern. 

do not - --

-w Search for the pattern as a word - i.e., surrounded by 
non-alphanumeric characters. The non-alphanumeric must 
surround the match; they cannot be counted as errors. 
For example, agrep -w -1 car will match cars, but not 
characters. 

-x The pattern must match the whole line. 

-y Used with -B option. When -y is on, agrep will always 
output the best matches without giving a prompt. 

-B Best match mode. When -B is specified and no exact 
matches are found, agrep will continue to search until 
the closest matches (i.e., the ones with minimum number 
of errors) are found, at which point the following mes
sage will be shown: "the best match contains x errors, 
there are y matches, output them? (yIn)" The best match 
mode is not supported for standard input, e.g., pipe
line input. When the -I, -c, or -1 options are speci
fied, the -B option is ignored. In general, -B may be 
slower than -I, but not by very much. 

-Dk Set the cost of a deletion to 
integer}. This option does 
regular expressions. 

k (k is a positive 
not currently work with 

-G Output the files that contain a match. 

-Ik Set the cost of an insertion to 
integer). This option do~s 
regular expressions. 

k (k i's a positive 
not cUrrently work with 

-Sk Set the cost of a substitution to k (k is a positive 
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integer). This option does not currently work with 
regular expressions. 

agrep supports a large variety of patterns, including simple 
strings, strings with classes of characters, sets of 
strings, wild cards, and regular expressions. 

Strings 
any sequence of characters, including the special sym
bols ,~, for beginning of line and '$' for end of line. 
The special characters listed above ( '$' , 'AI, ,*, , 
, [' , 'AI,' I " '(', ')', '!', and ,\' ) should be pre
ceded by '\' if they are to be matched as regular char
acters. For example, \~abc\\ corresponds to the string 
~abc\, whereas ~abc corresponds to the string abc at 
the beginning of a line. 

Classes of characters 
a list of characters inside [] (in order) corresponds 
to any character from the list. For example, [a-ho-z] 
is any character between a and h or between 0 and z. 
The symbol ,~, inside [] complements the list. For 
example, [~i-n] denote any character in the character 
set except character 'i' to 'n'. The symbol ,~, thus 
has two meanings, but this is consistent with egrep. 
The symbol '.' (don't care) stands for any symbol 
(except for the newline symbol). 

Boolean operations 
agrep supports an 'and' operation ';' and an 'or' 
operation ',', but not a combination of both. For 
example, , fast; network' searches for all records con
taining both words. 

Wild cards 
The symbol 't' is used to denote a wild card. I 
matches zero or any number of arbitrary characters. 
For example, exle matches example. The, symbol t is 
equivalent to.* in egrep. In fact, .* will work too, 
because it is a valid regular expression (see below), 
but unless this is part of an actual regular expres
sion, # will work faster. 

Combination of exact and approximate matching 
any pattern inside angle brackets <> must match the 
text exactly even if the match is with errors. For 
example, <rnathemat>ics matches mathematical with one 
error (replacing the last s with an a), but 
mathe<matics> does not match mathematical no matter how 
many errors we allow. 
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Regular expressions 

EXAMPLES 

The syntax of regular expressions in agrep is in gen
eral the same as that for egrep. The union operation 
'I', Kleene closure '*', and parentheses () are all 
supported. Currently '+' is not supported. Regular 
expressions are currently limited to approximately 30 
characters (generally excluding meta characters). Some 
options (-d, -w, -f, -t, -x, -0, -I, -5) do not 
currently work with regular expressions. The maximal 
number of errors for regular expressions that use ,*, 
or ' I' is 4. 

agrep -2 -c ABCOEFG foo 
gives the number of lines in file foo that contain 
ABCOEFG within two errors. 

agrep -1 -02 -52 'ABCO#YZ' foo 
outputs the lines containing ABCO 
arbitrary distance, by YZ, with up 
insertion (-02 and -52 make deletions 
too "expensive"). 

followed, within 
to one additional 
and substitutions 

agrep -5 -p abcdefghij lusr/dict/words 
outputs the list of all words containing at least 
the first 10 letters of the alphabet in order. 
it: any list starting with academia and ending 
sacrilegious must mean something!) 

agrep -1 'abc[0-9] (delfg)*[x-z]' foo 
outputs the lines containing, within up to one 
the string that starts with abc followed by one 
followed by zero or more repetitions of either 
fg, followed by either x, y, or z. 

agrep -d ,AFrom ' 'breakdowniinternet' mbox 

5 of 
(Try 
with 

error, 
digit, 
de or 

outputs all mail messages (the pattern ,AFrom' 
separates mail messages in a mail file) that contain 
keywords 'breakdown' and'internet'. 

agrep -d '$$' -1 '<word1> <word2>' foo 
finds all paragraphs that contain word1 followed by 
word2 with one error in place of the blank. In particu
lar, if word1 is the last word in a line and word2 is 
the first word in the next line, then the space will be 
substituted by a newline symbol and it will match. 
Thus, this is a way to overcome separation by a new
line. Note that -d '$$' (or another delim which spans 
more than one line) is pecessary, because otherwise 
agrep searches only one line at a time. 

agrep 'Aagrep' <this manual> 
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outputs all the examples of the use of agrep in this 
man pages. 

SEE ALSO 
ed(l), ex(l), grep(lV), sh(l), csh(l). 

BUGS/LIMITATIONS 
Any bug reports or comments will be appreciated I Please mail 
them to sw@cs.arizona.edu or udi@cs.arizona.edu 

Regular expressions do not support the '+' operator (match 1 
or more instances of the preceding token). These can be 
searched for by using this syntax in the pattern: 

'pattern(pattern)*' 

(search for strings containing one instance of the pattern, 
followed by 0 or more instances of the pattern). 

The following can cause an infinite loop: agrep pattern * > 
output_file. If the number of matches is high, they may be 
deposited in output_file before it is completely read lead
ing to more matches of the pattern within output_file (the 
matches are against the whole directory). It's not clear 
whether this is a "bug" (grep will do the same), but be 
warned. 

The maximum size of the patternfile is limited to be 250Kb, 
and the maximum number of patterns is limited to be 30,000. 

Standard input is the default if no input file is given. 
However, if standard input is keyed in directly (as opposed 
to through a pipe, for example) agrep may not work for some 
non-simple patterns. 

There is no size limit for simple patterns. More compli
cated patterns are currently limited to approximately 30 
characters. Lines are limited to 1024 characters. Records 
are limited to 48K, and may be truncated if.they are larger 
than that. The limit of record length can be changed by 
modifying the parameter Max_record in agrep.h. 

DIAGNOSTICS 
Exit status is 0 if any matches are found, 1 if none, 2 for 
syntax errors or inaccessible files. 

AUTHORS 
Sun Wu and Udi Manber, Department of Computer Science, 
University of Arizona, . Tucson, AZ 85721. 
{swludi}@cs.arizona.edu. 
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